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* * * * * 
 

     These days, as we are contemplating deeply on the true origin of the Christianity, of the Jews, and on the possible 
twists from the initial basic ideas of Jesus, and encouraged by our great success in revealing the true story, I was 
motivated additionally to use the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish in order to shed more light on some other great leaders 
of the ancient era. This is to say, I was motivated to decode some other highly enigmatic and controversial situations 
of ancient history. The thing is that Vedic Astrology-Jyotish is just proved as so powerful and highly sophisticated 
tool. Combined together with an Archaeoastronomy, and by using the latest achievements in History and in the 
Archaeology Science, it becomes an extremely efficient means for deciphering the deepest secrets of the past and 
present time. The Science of History and the Archaeology Science, are not to be neglected and undermined in any 
possible way. There is a tremendous number of historians and archaeologists who made the magnificent job that 
we can see the History in an easy way. Luckily, the entire science of today evolved to the level where manipulations 
and fabrications are not possible anymore. The Truth and finding the Truth, they became the leading motive and 
aim of all researchers and scientists.    
 
Now we know that we can use God Vishnu incarnations as markers on the History TimeLine, and just by finding the 
natal chart of the certain incarnation, we can easily decipher any other enigmatic situation. However, in order to 
decipher any problem of History in this way, we need to make an overview on a grander scale. For example, there 
is no explanation on the level of the Bible itself about all events the Bible and the Biblical texts are talking about. 
Or, let’s take another example, like any history text or book which considers history in a classical way. The thing is 
that the Bible is not the real History text. The main point is that real historical events are just taken and used as a 
basic substrate, as a basic story, but along with many modifications, twists, and manipulations, the complete story 
is heading to be more like a political pamphlet of one side, of these very negatively oriented guys who want obstruct 
our evolution toward higher states of consciousness. The Bible is a text with a tendency to hide more than to reveal. 
This is the reason we simply cannot find all the answers there. So much of fog and smoke, so many mirrors and 
reflections. It is absolutely the same as with History books. They are the product of the time when people lived in 
ignorance, and history was twisted according to the needs of the winners. After all, both fields of knowledge, Biblical 
texts, and History books have been written, shaped, and designed by the same hand for a long time indeed.  
  
In this introduction frame, it would be good to say few words how this quest for God Vishnu incarnations had initially 
started, and how it continued to become a phenomenal tool for correcting all history lines. Long before I started to 
use the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish in deciphering ancient history, I had followed History Science innocently; just on an 
amateur level, as I always have been doing. I was always intrigued and attracted to understand why the History 
itself has been happening in a certain way, and why some things were lost and not explained properly at all. I was 
deeply intrigued to find out how our ancient history, our very distant history in a fact, has been influencing our 
present days. To be honest, I already had some clues that within the History we know, something deviates terribly. 
As I was privately and professionally connected with Vedic Science, I was motivated even more to find out how did 
that ancient Vedic Civilization made a way to influence our present days. This is not easy to find through history 
books and religious texts. Not at all!  
 
As in my previous text, along with deciphering the stories of King David and King Solomon, I mentioned and 
explained some basic points about the Great Pyramid on Giza Plateau, and the role and function of the Arc of 
Covenant, I was just thinking how nice it would be that we shed more light on these events when the great Egyptian 
Civilization met with the equally great Vedic Civilization of India. Of course, in the Bible and along with all Biblical 
texts in general, you will never find this meeting to be mentioned. You will hardly find something about that meeting 
in history books either. To be even more precise, the Vedic Civilization of India itself was somehow suppressed 
completely and absolutely forgotten. However, in spite of that, all Biblical, archaeological, and historical sources 
are echoing this meeting heavily. The word … echoing … is just a very proper one, because there is no direct 
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mentioning. Nevertheless, there is a kind of echo there. In fact, the Bible, the Old Testament especially, they do talk 
about that meeting of the two extensively, but on a much hidden and entirely conspirative way, and one would 
never say this is being related to that story. But why? Why would be the meeting of these two great civilizations of 
our ancient past suppressed on such a big scale? Why was this meeting point so controversial and conspiracy-
oriented? To answer some of these questions, I was highly motivated to plunge deeper into the research. 
 
Well, firstly, let us say a few words about the Vedic Civilization itself. The point is that the Bible, with so many 
versions, commentaries, with so many branches, many Gnostic and Agnostic channels … though with so many 
unanswered questions yet … well, all that is still relatively well known to everyone. However, when I mention the 
Vedic Civilization, then, I am sure, many would start to think deeply and ask themselves: What is this? What kind of 
civilization is this? Was there any of such kind ever existed? Well, I am talking about the Vedic Civilization on the 
Indian subcontinent, which was thriving and flourishing many millenniums ago, and then somehow disappeared, or 
… it was integrated into India what we know today. Or, it can also be that it was sprinkled all over the world. Though 
it seems as completely unknown terrain, we all have heard about King Rama, Lord Krishna, about famous epics 
Ramayana and Mahabharata, and so many other parts of Vedic literature. We have heard about so many other 
characters of Vedic Civilization, as well. We all have heard about them definitely! Nevertheless, many would think 
that was just a myth and legend because it seems so far away in time backward, but far away in general, because, 
after all, India is so far away. And after all, again, there is no connection with the modern world. This is actually a 
very predominant general opinion. However, is it something else behind that story? Did maybe somebody only 
want us to think this way? Does somebody maybe want that we forget about the Vedic Civilization? 
       
Then, within Vedic texts, there were mentioning of Vedic God Vishnu who incarnated many times in these glorious 
days. We have many mentioning of him in ancient times. And then, all of the sudden … the silence. It was total 
silence itself established about the God Vishnu. No mentioning at all. It seemed very strange, and this is where this 
research began. I’ve noticed there is no connection between the Vedic Civilization and Biblical times. And this is 
where all these fantastic revelations occurred. 
 
Let us take Jesus for example. We need to understand that Jesus is absolutely the same emanation who had 
appeared many times before and many times after, in similar or little different roles. All religious leaders of India, 
and many religious texts of India, they do not have any problem with accepting and understanding that Jesus is just 
one of Vishnu incarnations. As a researcher and practitioner of some spiritual development practices, I was 
connected with Vedic texts and Vedic Knowledge especially, what I already have mentioned before. We should not 
neglect Vedic texts; simply because of the fact they are coming from the period of time when humans were much 
higher in consciousness, and that means their scriptures are exposing much more knowledge and much more truth. 
We should not consider history as a linear function of time. We should rather consider history in terms of ever-
changing cycles, ascending, and descending cycles, and this is connected with upraise and downfall in the level of 
consciousness.1 These cycles are astronomical facts, because our planet Earth and our Solar System, they are 
involved in very complex kind of moving throughout the space, and this is the reason we have many different kinds 
of cycles. Cycles by itself are not changing the consciousness, but these cycles are connected with channelizing the 
vital energy toward the Earth, and this vital energy is nothing else than the Ether or Akasha how we call it in Sanskrit. 
The Ether-Akasha is so crucial for Humans. We are made of Ether-Akasha. However, because of the lack of Ether-
Akasha around us at this moment, we are very rarefied Ether-Akasha. The very rarefied Ether-Akasha means very 
solid and firm matter, and this is exactly what we have around right now. We cannot exist without the Ether-Akasha, 
same as fish cannot exist without water. On the other hand, maybe we can exist, but in very miserable conditions. 

                                                 
1) I would kindly suggest reading and full studding of work of David Frawley exposed in the book: The Astrology of the Seers, along with one 
chapter which is devoted to explain how cycles of world ages, or Cycles of Yugas how we say in Sanskrit, are functioning. The chapter carries 
the title: The World ages or the Cycles of Yugas. There he explains nicely that history is not supposed to be understood on a linear way, like 
from Amebae and other prehistoric primordial animals, all until modern Humans. He claims that history should be watched as never-ending 
cycle story. There are cycles and cycles … and cycles. The complete chapter is extracted from the book and exposed fully on his website: 
https://vedanet.com/2012/06/13/secrets-of-the-yugas-or-world-ages/ .   
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Therefore, in order to go higher with consciousness, we need more Ether-Akasha. Without the Ether-Akasha, there 
is a veil on Human consciousness and people do not see properly. Moreover, this is the time for dark forces to make 
their fests, they rejoice; this is a very difficult period for positives. 
 
I would kindly recommend everyone reading carefully books like Bhagavad Gita, which is telling in detail how all 
that is going on. The fact is that as long we live in Duality, we have positive and negative forces around, and then 
one side is trying to uplift the consciousness of Humanity, so that people can live the full potential of their lives, to 
live the fullness of life. In addition, there is the opposite side as well, which wants to detach Humanity from their 
rights given by birth and to keep people enslaved in ignorance and misery and to bind them to endless re-incarnating 
cycle. This is what the Bhagavad Gita is talking about. There we see that Lord Krishna is not about to stop the war, 
he is about to moderate it. Because, due to the violations of natural laws, the collective consciousness of the nation 
is burdened by stress and sins, and this will not disappear just like … a vapor. On the contrary, stress, and sinning 
has a cumulative effect, it will be accumulating all along the critical point is achieved, certain threshold point, and 
then … and then it will go to the extreme. Wars are inevitable all along people are not established in higher states 
of consciousness, unless they get tuned with the Natural Law in order not to violate it. Therefore, Krishna was there 
to moderate that inevitable war. About his basic message, I have already spoken, but it is good to be mentioned 
again. 
 

Yogastah kuru karmani. Established in Being perform actions! 
 
Arjuna was very fortunate there because he had Lord Krishna, the God Vishnu incarnation, right next to him. 
Therefore, for him, it was easy to get enlightenment and to be established in Being in a very quick way, just before 
the war started. For us, in our reality, let’s say so, getting enlightenment can take some time, but we are not 
supposed to be passive as well. We do everything possible to raise our level of consciousness toward the 
enlightenment, but if and when the war comes, and we are supposedly not enlightened … well, we take the side 
and we join actively in the war. The main message of Krishna is actually that one has to join the war, no matter what 
will be the result of that war itself. You chose your side! According to my understanding, God does not care which 
side we are about to choose, so-called God Guys’ side, or so-called Bad Guys’ side. We just choose the side. We can 
expand this thinking even further on. In some places, we can find the conclusion that the hottest regions of Hell are 
reserved for those who would choose to stay neutral at the time of the highest crisis the Humanity is passing 
through.    
   
Bhagavad Gita is not limited to some culture and to some time period, or some world age, this is an eternal book of 
wisdom of life. It narrates the story of how to make balance within the Duality. It highlights and it exposes the fact 
that we can live the Unity within the Duality. It is all about energies and raising up in vibrational levels. Therefore, 
we can be sure that the Bhagavad Gita can tell a lot even when being applied to the modern world. 

However, there are many versions of the Bhagavad Gita, many versions with very different kinds of commentaries. 
Which one to use? I would suggest being stacked on this version …  

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi on the Bhagavad-Gita: A New Translation and Commentary, Chapters 1-6. 
http://www.amazon.com/Maharishi-Mahesh-Yogi-Bhagavad-Gita-Translation/dp/0140192476 
      

… and there is a good reason why I prefer exactly this version. As we know, the Bhagavad Gita was compiled by 
Veda Vyasa, the great Vedic sage, and that was nobody else then Maharishi Mahesh Yogi himself incarnated at that 
ancient time. Therefore, who could possibly have known better than Maharishi himself about all these events? By 
the way, this is a great soul we are actually very familiar with. This is the great Saptarishi Vasishta. We are very 
familiar with him indeed. Because, we can trace him to the incarnation when he came as the great Prophet John 
the Baptizer, who was the forerunner to Jesus, as we know now. We saw him also as Zarathustra, then as Sage 
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Vasishta as well who was living in the time of King Rama. He was the legendary Sage Manu-King Vaivasvata as well. 
His appearances are mentioned in the Old Testament several times, always as the great prophet of course, like 
Prophet Isaiah who came in the Jewish background for example.2 He came as the sage Merlyn when the new world 
was being profiled, just after Jesus Christ and the turn of the millennium, some 2.000 years ago. I have mentioned 
him also in the story of building the Great Pyramid of Giza. He was the great teacher of Hermes and the director of 
the project of the construction of pyramids. Just to say, and this is information I found, that he is such a magnificent 
soul that we would need 500 human years to walk across his spiritual body. Such a great soul he is! Therefore, to 
conclude, I am sure that along with having insight into the Bhagavad Gita, one can learn much more about the Bible 
itself as well. After all, Veda is Totality, and nothing, no any part of life, and no any world age, is supposed to be 
considered out of the context of the Veda.  
  
By following these Vedic texts, we find out that there is an energy form, the God emanation, who is part of the 
Trinity energy force, and this particular emanation takes care of the evolution of the Creation. They call that God 
emanation … The God Vishnu … or … Lord Vishnu. They say this emanation incarnates quite often in order to keep 
Evolution under control and in balance. There we have these ten recent incarnations mentioned along with … 
Dashavatara …  
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dashavatara 
 

… with Matsya Avatar, … Parashurama, King Rama, Lord Krishna, and Buddha as being last. Then all of sudden … 
silence. No incarnations anymore! How can that be? How is that possible!? Moreover, this is where I started my 
own research on history. I was thinking, well, we have incarnations of God Vishnu coming himself to regulate the 
process of evolution … and he was coming for thousands and thousands of years … and he was mentioned even in 
Egyptian very ancient tradition as Thoth. That was even more than 12.000 years ago. And all of sudden … he stopped 
coming!? As Humanity was stepping deeper into the darkness of the negative cycle, all of sudden he is not coming 
anymore!? Is that true? Is he really such a bastard to abandon Humanity just at the moment when it is facing the 
most difficult moments? Did he forget about Humanity!? Well, it seems to me; somebody just wanted that it looks 
like this! Then, I was thinking … well, let’s see, maybe he was around and we did not notice that!? Nevertheless, if 
he was around, then it must be some traces behind anyway. It must be that history recorded his presence somehow. 
Thus, I said, let us see the history in another way, and let us see who could be possible candidates. And this is where 
everything has begun. This is where history started to unfold. Soon I found out that this emanation is present in 
every generation … just with 10-40 years of gap in between each appearance. In addition, he is never alone. This is 
not like the one-man-band! Or, not like one God band, so to say. There is a team of highly evolved souls who are 
always involved in such projects. And not only that there is a team! There is some archetypal positive energy behind 
on a big scale, to populate the country even. They all make huge work, which makes it possible for evolution on 
Earth to go continuously. Together they create the stage for evolution play to be played. When we consider 
evolution force, there is always a need for seeding new civilizations as stages for evolution to go on. Nothing is 
forever in the relative. Everything has an expiry date in the relative world of existence. Every civilization or culture 
also has its own expiry date. Such people who are assisting in seeding new civilizations on Earth we call … Prajapatis. 
This term can refer to some individual great sages as well. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prajapati 
 

However, this term also refers to Lord Brahma, to Lord Vishnu, and to Lord Shiva, and therefore they are also 
considered as being Prajapatis; they are seeding life in the entire Creation, as well on Earth, of course. Then 
somehow, I realized that the real history is much, much different then what is being taught in schools. I realized 
that the appearances of Vishnu are neglected and rejected entirely. Then I also realized there is some energy around 

                                                 
2) It is so thrilling to see that the Archaeology Science, together with the History Science, they are discovering such a fascinating proves of 
existence of such great leaders and prophets of the ancient era. One example we have with Prophet Isaiah right about present days. In the 
recent BAR article … Isaiah’s Signature Uncovered in Jerusalem ... one similar example is mentioned and exposed in detail. All is available at 
the link … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/people-cultures-in-the-bible/people-in-the-bible/prophet-isaiah-signature-jerusalem/  
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who is doing this so eagerly … to reject God Vishnu and make him invisible. Indeed, there are some negatives by 
definition, and they will do everything to slow down and block the progress of Humanity in any possible way. 
Nevertheless, this is all a long story. I do not have an intention to cover all this right now. We need to enter the 
story gradually and systematically, step by step. In fact, all this long introduction was needed very much in order to 
understand better some previously exposed stories, as well as the next coming story. Otherwise, it simply cannot 
be understood properly.                   
 
Thus, such kind of question I was asking myself. Well, to find the answer to how the great Vedic Civilization did meet 
with the great Egyptian Civilization, we will postpone for some other time as well. The focus of this essay will be the 
great civilization and culture of the legendary Troy. For covering this great, but what they say, very enigmatic 
culture, which is still totally shrouded in darkness, I was partially motivated because it is also the part of the 
mentioned story of the migration of Vedic Aryans from India. Actually, as it will be proved very soon, this is 
absolutely the same story. Another strong motivation to explore the Civilization of Troy fully is the fact that it is 
being connected to my native country – Croatia.     
 
However, before starting of real discussion about this topic, I would like to summarize all points about Jyotish charts 
of Vishnu incarnations. That will also help to decide if some of these points, or maybe all of them, can be used in 
this case as well, or in casting some other charts of famous leaders of ancient times.  
 
In fact, one of the basic reasons I started this unusual research in the field of Vedic Astrology-Jyotish connected 
with biblical stories and history in general, is information that Buddha, as well as some other great leaders in the 
past, that they could possibly have had the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction (Guru-Shani Yuti) in their natal 
charts (Janma Kundali). This basic idea drove me to check if that can possibly be helpful to find out the birth time of 
Jesus himself, and then, on some miraculous way it happened that The Star of Bethlehem emerged, and some most 
controversial and most hidden secrets of last two millenniums were deciphered. The case of King David and the 
case of King Solomon just have confirmed we need to search for Jupiter-Saturn conjunction in such situations.  
 
In addition, it was confirmed so far that always Karkha-Cancer rasi-sign has to be used as an ascendant-lagna. My 
experience is that many real visionary leaders have exactly this lagna-ascendant. First four lagnas, like Aries-Mesha, 
Taurus-Vrishabha, Gemini-Mithuna, and Cancer- Karkha, all of them, are possible for real visionary leadership, but 
Karkha-Cancer is somewhat strongest because it possesses very strong and deep intuition, knowledge orientation, 
pioneering nature, and the possibility to envision what is important and what is not so important. However, the 
best-exposed feature of Karkha Lagna people is … plentiful of emotions. This is actually the basic characteristic of 
Karkha rasi and Karkha Lagna, and Karkha people … strong and very deep emotions. Of course, that does not mean 
other signs-rasis are not as good as a lagna-ascendant. Only thing is, some of these previously mentioned features 
will be missing, so the leader will maybe not be so complete. Nevertheless, it can also happen that Karkha Lagna 
people will be missing some features of other lagnas, which should possibly be compensated in some other way. It 
happened that sometimes the birth time is just on the border of previous lagna Mithuna-Twins, or next coming 
Simha-Lion lagna-ascendant, so it is very likely some features of these rasis-signs will be exposed as well. 
 
Furthermore, the Chandra is the ruler of the lagna-ascendant, so-called Lagnesh, and quite often it is situated in the 
ninth house depicting truth-loving righteous person fighting for high philosophical and natural law-oriented aims, 
kind of preacher, so to say. Therefore, the first option is to start the search for situations when the Chandra-Moon 
is in the ninth house. In addition, it happened that the 10th house is occupied by Mesha-Aries rasi-sign, which is 
ruled by Mangal-Mars, and Mangal is a worrier. The tenth house is the Midheaven (MC) Medium Coeli … midway 
between Sun’s ascension on the eastern horizon and descension on the western horizon. This is the most important 
part of the visible sky. So, if Mangal is nicely placed it will give a strong worrier. In addition, Surya-Sun is exalted in 
Mesha-Aries, in the best condition, and that will give kingly royal status. Each planet has so many nuances … dignity, 
strength, and many, many others. Every king and ruler would wish to have such kind of combination very, very 
much. Surya as the lord of the second house, which means family, finances, and wealth, is in the tenth house, the 
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house of status, power, and ruling. This is a kingly combination. There is no stronger indicator of king and kingship 
than this one. King Rama had exactly this combination; the exalted Surya as the lord of second bhava-house in the 
tenth. In addition, this is exactly the very common case for Vishnu avatar to appear as a charismatic king-worrier. 
The Karkha Lagna possesses three very excellent nakshatras; Punarvasu, Pushya, and Aslesha. They are all highly 
appreciated, and all are connected closely with higher states of consciousness. I discovered that all three nakshatras 
have been used in such incarnations, but especially Aslesha is used very often because it is connected with 
Enlightenment very closely. Jesus had ascendant-lagna in this nakshatra, but we met a similar situation with King 
David as well. 
 
I think there is a need to elaborate on why Aslesha Nakshatra is so closely connected with the Enlightenment. 
Indeed, Aslesha Nakshatra is considered as the most auspicious for higher states of consciousness, for the 
Enlightenment. It is represented as a snake form of energy sitting in our lower back. This is also known as Kundalini 
Energy. If this energy is properly guided, it will be propelled and it will rise up and flow freely along the spine through 
all other chakras including the crown chakra. If this energy flows freely and in an unrestricted way, this is 
Enlightenment, and this is allowing the brain to function in a completely different way as we commonly know it. 
Our brain is capable to function faster than any computer in the world. Better to say, our brain can function faster 
than all computers of today together. All that we need to do is to enliven the full potential of our nervous system, 
which is now limited. Our brain and nervous system, are now obstructed in function because they atrophied. Many 
portions of our brain are not functioning at all, so when looking functionally, our brain has some holes, and some 
scientists recall the syntagm … Swiss Cheese Brain … Just like any other muscle, the features of our brain which are 
not used properly will disappear. That is why we are using only some very small percentage of our full potential. All 
that we need to do is to put all these parts of the brain back in function, and there are certain methods of how to 
do that. Then, along with the full, non-restricted, flow of Kundalini Energy, and along with using the full potential 
of our nervous system, only then we are established as fully developed Cosmic Beings. This is the story which 
narrates that the individual is cosmic, made in the image of God. This is the story of Enlightenment and higher states 
of consciousness. Actually, every religion is talking exactly about this point, but on a little bit deviated and distorted 
way. I hope that this will be corrected soon in order that all people can easily reach higher states of consciousness, 
and to come back home. 
 
Another very important point for casting natal charts of Vishnu incarnations is to locate which planet is atmakaraka 
(AK). Then the AK should be placed in the ninth house in Navamsa Kundali. This is one very important rule to cast 
the precise natal chart. This rule should be followed in most of the cases, but it seems, not always. In the meanwhile, 
as I am expanding my research, few cases were discovered where this is not the case. In some cases, though the 
birth time is correct, AK simply cannot fit into the ninth house. I did not notice that before, but some cases definitely 
do not contain AK in the ninth house of Navamsa. Such cases will also come in the focus soon. However, if AK is in 
the ninth house of the Navamsa chart, that is the sign of extraordinary fortune and huge nature support. Here is an 
extract from one web link: 

 
Quote: 
If Atmakaraka is in 9th house, the native is a very pious person and is wealthy and fortunate. The 9th house position of the Atmakaraka is 
considered to be one of the most auspicious position and brings in full results of fortune to the native. A powerful Sun in this placement 
brings rajyoga to the native and enables him to be very influential individual. In the content of education and spirituality, the native is able 
to influence the thoughts of others and direct them to the right path. With Atmakaraka in the 9th house, the native can also become a 
guru or preacher if Jupiter is powerful in the Kundali. Materially such a native has no concerns in this world. 

End of Quote 
 
Now, let’s focus our attention on the main topic, and this is the legendary Troy. 
 
I have been thinking for a long how to decipher ancient Troy. Not only that Iliad and Odyssey were part of the 
literature I was supposed to study in the school, but it attracted me because of narrative and the big enigma behind. 
Though the story has a tragic end and this is not something that we prefer very much, but nevertheless, sometimes 
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it happened that exactly such tragic stories make a deeper impression in our memory but in our hearts as well. 
Dramatic turnover had happened around 1984, when famous writer and researcher of Troy, Roberto Salinas Price, 
stepped on the scene. Following the work of Roberto Salinas Price, it becomes clear that the huge forgery has been 
done somewhere around 7th century B.C.E., and all geographical sites of the real cradle of the Western civilization 
have been translated and moved into Greek locations. According to Salinas, that was an intentional political forgery 
in order to take credit for being the founder of Western civilization. And, it seems, Ancient Greeks really did take 
this credit, and they put the True History in smoke entirely; the smoke and fog which lasted all until these days. 
 
http://www.nytimes.com/1985/11/28/world/move-troy-to-dalmatia-who-says-a-mexican.html 
 
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1985-12-25/news/8503290382_1_theory-yugoslavia-greek 
 

Salinas came out with the theory that real historical Troy was in Dalmatia, on the river Neretva, some twenty 
kilometers from the place where this river is touching the Adriatic Sea. Actually, this is today Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, on the hill where today small town of Gabela is placed, just a few kilometers away from the border 
with Croatia. Domicile inhabitants are predominantly Croats. 
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Hence, it was in 1984. when that first book … Homer's Blind Audience: An Essay on the Iliad's Geographical 
Prerequisites for the Site of Ilios … of Roberto Salinas Price was published. I was about 24 years of age when that 
broke out, and even do not remember well what was really going on with this topic. I had some other focus and 
priorities at that time. Just now, along with finding original articles from that time, I can reconstruct the full 
dimension of that revolutionary theory. 
 
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roberto_Salinas_Price 
 

In short, the theory suggests that the Troy in Asia Minor, what is today Turkey, Anatolia, on the hill known as 
Hissarlik, and which Heinrich Schliemann so-called discovered, is not the real Troy. Salinas was actually disproving 
that Schliemann’s story has any real background. Instead, by researching proto-Slavic history, language, and 
tradition, by following geography, astronomy, and mention of some rear animals, Salinas concluded that the real 
Troy was thriving on the eastern coast of the Adriatic Sea.3 Therefore, not only that legendary Troy was there what 
is today, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia, that also means that the story of Odyssey wandering back to home 
after the war, he was actually roaming in the Adriatic Sea, among islands of today Croatia; Pharos-Hvar, Korkyra-
Korcula, Melita-Mljet, Lesbos-Brač  … and many others ... 
 
Another very interesting approach was offered by author Zlatko Madzuka and his book from the year 2013. … 
Demystifying Odyssey … but with the same conclusion. The Troy was in the Adriatic!  
 
https://www.amazon.com/Demystifying-Odyssey-Zlatko-Mandzuka/dp/1481790633 
  

Thus, to make the complete story shorter … I was just thinking about how to find out whether this is all true or not. 
Countless times I recall reading the story about Trojan War, was contemplating all these big and small heroes, was 
trying to find all these movies which on some better or less good ways are depicting the complete story. Then in 
one moment just a flash of idea stroke me. Well, some characters there looks incredibly familiar to me. Then one 
of them attracted my attention heavily. Hector. Then, the idea was launched … what would be if I try to locate him 
by Jyotish! 
 
After all, Hector was a prince, he was second in line to take the throne, just after his older brother who disappeared 
from the scene before, and then, it was only him … the Hector … destined to take over the kingdom after father’s 
eventual departure. So, he was a prince - son of the king, prince to inherit the throne. He must have had exalted 
Surya in his natal chart for sure. Further on, he was known as a bold and skillful fighter, a warrior who won many 
battles, and therefore Mangal-Mars is supposed to be strong in his natal chart. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hector 
 

They say he was righteous … 
 
“known not only for his courage but also for his noble and courtly nature. Indeed, Homer places Hector as peace-loving, thoughtful as well 
as bold, a good son, husband and father, and without darker motives. James Redfield writes of Hector as a "martyr to loyalties, a witness 
to the things of this world, a hero ready to die for the precious imperfections of ordinary life” … 

 
Furthermore, I asked myself what if all other rules for casting these special charts we learned so far would be 
applied? Well, it was difficult for me, in the beginning, to think of Hector as a Vishnu incarnation. It was very difficult 
indeed. I couldn’t accept easily that such a tragic end could possibly be connected with Vishnu incarnations. 

                                                 
3) Bird heron was mentioned many times in Homer's narrative, and it seems it was inhabiting Troy region on a big scale. Indeed, this bird is 
very well known, having unique and almost cult status in Neretva valley. City of Čapljina (Chapljina), just few kilometers away from the Gabela, 
got the name by the heron itself, what in Slavic language is: čaplja. ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C4%8Capljina ). Greek and Latin name 
for heron is … Ardiaei, what most probably gave the name for one of the most famous Illyrian tribe with the same name ( 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ardiaei ). In contrast to this, there is no any mention of bird heron related to the questioned Hissarlik location 
for the ancient Troy.  
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Nevertheless, all clues somehow channelized me to think exactly this way. After all, Vishnu plays all kind of different 
roles, why not Hector? And my intuition was not wrong! 
 
Therefore, … Hector …, let’s find the Hector of Troy. 
 
OK, let see, but where to start? There are many interpretations of the Trojan War along with many dates. 
Differences in opinions are enormous, and the time frame for search can cover almost 150-200 years … maybe even 
more. I searched almost all Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions in that time frame, extracted few for additional analysis, 
and by filtering them thoroughly, the final result did surface.   
 
Hector of Troy was born on March 15, 1197 B.C.E. at 9.50 AM Local Mean Time (LMT). Here is the chart: 
 

 
 

The natal chart of Hector of Troy (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below). 
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0. 
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Now it is becoming clear; we can read it as an open book. The conjunction of Shukra and Rahu immediately is being 
observed, both in very, very high dignity, and Shukra is amplified a hundred times by Rahu. That means an 
extraordinary beautiful wife for Hector himself. Nevertheless, Rahu is a demon and some afflictions on Shukra can 
occur. But also, Rahu who was taken over completely by qualities of Shukra and Mangal … this Rahu has the fifth 
aspect on the house of younger brother … and this is where we can immediately recognize the pattern. Then, where 
to watch and search for all these crucial events? Well, my assumption was that Hector must have been about 35 
years of age when all these dramatic events had started. Indeed, such an assumption was very right. He was already 
a very experienced worrier, having many battles behind him. Thus, Helen was taken from King Menelaus in the 
Shukra-Rahu-Mangal period … Sk-Ra-Ma … between January 21, 1162 B.C.E. and March 26, 1162, B.C.E. That was 
the last pratyantar of Rahu antardasha, and then Shukra-Guru … Sk-Gu … antardasha started. Shukra and Guru are 
great enemies, they are in 6-8 relationship … meaning … additional inimical tendencies … and this is where we need 
to search for the beginning of the Trojan War. After Helen was taken away, kings of Greece needed some few 
months to unify, to organize themselves, and to sail toward Troy. Therefore, according to my opinion … the 
legendary Trojan War started around Solar-Lunar Eclipse … Solar Eclipse was on June 16, 1162 B.C.E. Lunar Eclipse 
was two weeks later. … And this is it! 
 
At that time, there were enough of cosmic order in how things were going on Earth. Sometimes there was an 
understanding of eclipses and how they work, and one side tried to find a chance and week point of another side. 
But in most cases, things were going this way naturally. Many ancient wars started about eclipses even when people 
were not aware of it. And we have exactly such one situation here. After all, summer is just about to start … and 
attackers always try to finish the story before winter … hopping for quick war. This is quite a known pattern, isn’t 
it!? 
   
It can be that coordinates would need some small adjustments. I put today's Gabela as a location of Troy. This 
picture is consistent. That was the initial location Roberto Salinas Price exposed. Later on, he changed that location 
a little bit, but not very far, just about 20-30 kilometers away from Gabela, and this kind of error we can neglect in 
this early stage of an investigation. 
 
Yes, I tried with the coordinates of Hissarlik in Turkey as well. I did not notice any change in the chart, except that 
birth time, was supposed to be readjusted, giving birth time with 10 minutes delay … at 10.00 AM exactly, what will 
result in 5-6 months of difference in dasha system … and this is where things are not fitting in anymore. For sure, 
more additional research should be done on that point. 
 
We see that the chart of Hector has many weaknesses. It has many good points, but some weaknesses as well. Not 
difficult to conclude that these weaknesses have traced the destiny of Hector of Troy and the Troy itself and the 
complete civilization which is hidden behind the name of Troy. 
 
One thing which is not very welcome for any worrier to have is the Mangal-Mars in the 12th house in Janma Kundali. 
This shows some bad decisions that could be done based on the imagination of the 12th house, and some 
completely unrealistic thinking due to that. Also, such decisions can be done by male siblings or brothers … or even 
by father … because Mangal, in this case, represents the father as well. 
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Further, the Budha-Mercury is debilitated, as well as the Chandra-Moon in the Navamsa, and that will produce 
some mental instability and problems in decision making, especially in young days. The meaning is, that will make 
confusion in thinking for the chart owner, but for younger brother as well because the Budha-Mercury is the lord 
of the third. 
 
The Sani-Saturn is exalted in the main natal chart, but it is debilitated in the Navamsa, and they say Navamsa in such 
cases is overruling the dignity of Graha in the main chart. But that doesn’t last forever, not for all life. I guess around 
the middle of the thirties the Sani Graha will release its own debilitated grip and will offer the quality of the Graha 
Janma Kundali exposed, and that is exaltation in this case. So, it seems the Sani-Saturn is debilitated and it will not 
give excellent results all until the middle age of Hector. The Sani-Saturn is the atmakaraka at the same time, what 
is possibly saving the situation to some extension, so altogether the Sani-Saturn can expose mixed results. 
 
All this will give very big confusion when very important decisions should be done, and especially, a person can 
suffer from the moralistic crisis while making very important decisions. The same can be applied to some close 
family members of him, like younger brother and father. We should always have in mind that Hector was not the 
final decision maker, he was not the king yet at that time. And … as we know … he will never be …  
   
If we now consider the natal chart further on, and if we count nine years from the beginning of the war, we come 
to years 1154-1153 B.C., and we see that this is the third phase of Sani Sade Sati (seven and half years of Sani) for 
Hector … and this is where I do not want to go further on … 

 
In order to shed more light on those events, it would be better to have natal charts of some other important 
protagonists in this story. For instance, King Priam, the father of Hector and Paris, would be the first target. We 
should always have in mind that at that ancient time the natal chart of the king was actually considered for the natal 
chart of the country itself. Therefore, logically and naturally, we come to King Priam himself. After some playing, 
the natal charts surfaced, and then somehow, many things became clearer. King Priam of Troy was born on March 
3, 1223 B.C.E. at 1.06 PM Local Mean Time (LMT). 
 

 
 

The natal chart – King Priam of Troy (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below). 
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0. 
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From his natal chart, it is obvious that the Mangal-Mars mahadasha started just along with the beginning of the 
Trojan War. Though this period is not very strong, according to the natal chart, it was still enough to organize the 
successful defense of Troy. We should also have in mind that the war itself gradually evolved into a world war 
because both sides earned some strong allays on their side, and the complete ancient world was in the fire. After 
seven full years of ruling of the Mangal-Mars, around May 28, 1955 B.C.E. the mahadasha changed and the Rahu 
mahadasha was activated. That changed the situation drastically. It is there now in … Ra-Ra …, and especially in … 
Ra-Gu … period … we need to search for the final days of King Priam, and for the downfall of Troy. 
 
It is time now, I think, to say a few words about the real background of that war. Firstly, need to say that Helen was 
probably not the main reason for this war. However, Helen could be part of the frame and good excuse for attackers 
actually. Nevertheless, the main reason for that war was of an economic nature. It is more about interest, so to say. 
As always, after all. Nothing new. The Troy region and the complete Balkan was rich in ores and minerals needed 
very much at that time, including gold and silver. The Troy, or Troia, and Ilios, or Ilion how Greeks also called it, or 
Ilium on Latin, was not the city-state only, it was denoting the complete culture and civilization covering a big 
portion of Balkan Peninsula, but the majority of Apennine Peninsula as well. When on the peak of power, it was 
very rich and progressive, provoking envy and jealousy of many. That was the culture of ancient Illyrians. We see 
even the obvious connection to the name Ilios or Ilium. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illyrian  
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The photo was taken from the YouTube video clip … Who are the Illyrians … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Niw6r9LB8YU  
It shows the Illyria just prior to or just about the big war with Romans. The Trojan war was supposedly about one thousand years 
earlier, and therefore the region ruled by Illyrians was even bigger. 

 
 
Many tribes lived in peace next to each other, they were strong and powerful, and based on photo exposed we can 
see that the City of Troy was having a central position within the Empire. Migration of Illyrians into this region was 
probably going on for a few hundred years, and it finished about 1.500 B.C.E. As they were entering into that region 
they were pushing Celtic people deeper into Europe; Celts did inhabit the complete Balkan before Illyrians entered 
into that region. In some way, Celts should also be considered as Illyrians, but of a different branch. They were both 
parts of the big migration from Vedic Civilization in India. Celts were one of the last migrants from the Indian 
subcontinent, just one before Illyrians, while Illyrians were the last migrants from India itself. These are Vedic 
Aryans, sometimes called also Asiatics, or Hyksos, by ancient Egyptians. This is actually the same wave of migration 
that German Egyptologist … Wolfgang Helck … was talking about. Scientists quite often associate the name … the 
Hurrians … to them as well. They also have been called … the Canaanites.4 When they reached the region of Levant 
and the Mediterranean Sea, sometime around 1.800 B.C.E., one big group of those Illyrians separated from the 
main body. Predominantly that was the caste or social class of Shudras, the lower among the four pillars of Vedic 
society but not of lesser importance. They were working for the other three casts and pillars of Vedic society, by 
giving work and service to them in whatever was needed. The original social structure and organization of Vedic 
Aryans, the so-called caste organization, which once they had before in India, was falling apart, and Shudras decided 
to separate and they migrated toward the Balkan, while others will soon finish in Egypt and they will write that very 
well-known Biblical story. Thus, by moving to the Balkan region one big portion of Vedic Aryans avoided 

                                                 
4) The story of Hyksos is very complex. The BAR article … The Expulsion of the Hyksos … covers some latest discoveries on this topic …  
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/ancient-cultures/ancient-near-eastern-world/the-expulsion-of-the-hyksos/  
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enslavement in Egypt and two exoduses later on.5 As they entered the Balkan, soon they raised up a brilliant 
civilization called … The Troy. This is the first and only post-Vedic culture on the territory of Europe. The Troy and 
Trojans, they were strong and powerful. We see that even from Homer’s story. Even after ten years of siege, and 
supported by many friends and allays, Greeks could not break Trojans. Then, this famous trick of Trojan horse enters 
the story. It was a clever and smart hoax, Trojans had fallen naively, basically due to the King Priam mainly. His word 
was the last in making this decision. We know that his daughter Casandra had alerted him two times before, and 
she was heavily against entering that horse into the fortified city. But King Priam did not listen to anybody. The 
result we know. The natal chart of King Priam shows that the Budha-Mercury, which denotes intellect mainly, was 
debilitated in his old days. That is the main reason for so many wrong judgments that brought Troy and all the 
empire behind, to the catastrophic collapse. Though, we cannot blame King Priam for everything, far from that.  
 
There is a need to say something about the name itself; Illyrians. Well, that could possibly be a long story by itself. 
There are many versions of the explanation. My opinion is that this was just a previous name for today's Slavic 
people. Hence, Russians, Ukrainians, the Poles, Checks, Slovaks, including Celts, and many others … they are all 
actually … Illyrians. The name itself has some connection with the asterism of Lyra, but this is a very long story 
indeed, it is not practical to open it right now. 
     
In fact, Illyrians superimposed themselves on already existing high cultures of Bronze Age there at the Balkan, but 
they were mostly matriarchal, and who were Illyrians by the way. They were very similar by genetics, but having 
different cultural backgrounds due to the evolution in different geographical regions throughout many millenniums. 
We have an extraordinary quantity of artifacts from such cultures in that region; just to mention Danilo culture near 
the city of Šibenik by the Adriatic Coast.  
 
http://www.sibenikregion.com/en/cultural-heritage/archaeological-sites/danilo 
 

Then, there is the famous … Vučedol Culture … on the Danube, near the city of Vukovar in Croatia. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vu%C4%8Dedol_culture 
 
 http://vucedol.hr/en/vucedol-culture-museum/ 
 

The famous … Vinča Culture … should be mentioned also, existing in the region of what is today Serbia and Romania. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vinča_culture  
 

                                                 
5) There are big disputes about Exodus, or Exoduses, there is a big discussion about the fact how Israelites entered Egypt and how they came 
out. I am completely aware we opened a big Pandora Box. Though, it was not my intention to make full discussion on this topic along with 
this essay. We need to discuss it along with the essay about meeting of the great Egyptian Culture and the great Vedic Culture, the essay 
which inevitably should come in a very near future. We definitely need to shed more light on this meeting, because the complete Bible and the 
Old Testament especially, they are screaming about that meeting. In this essay, I just wanted to prepare the terrain. I had to mention that 
story in this essay because it was partially touching the main topic of the essay itself. But some additional facts should be mentioned anyway. 
The thing is that we basically have two main sources of information about all these events. They are opposing each other heavily, because 
they came from bitter rivals and even biggest enemies at that ancient time. One story is coming from Egyptian sources, and they mainly try 
to depict Hyksos and Israelites as most negative people. The main source, it seems, was Manetho, who was of Egyptian origin. Writers and 
men of knowledge of that time were mainly priests coming from the priesthood. We cannot trust them completely, they exaggerate, they 
were completely subjective, and later on it will be proved, they were negatives by themselves. Now, completely opposite, Jewish sources are 
recalling the Old Testament and similar sources and telling there were never any military invasion of Israelites on Egypt. They say, the meeting 
was rather going on as smooth integration during the famine, drought in Canaan and collapse of the system in Egypt. This is all partially true. 
But, how much can we lean on the Old Testament itself, and all other similar texts? Are they reliable completely and we can lean on them 
without hesitation and without scrutinizing them? WE CAN NOT! The Old Testament is not the true history book! We saw what happened with 
The New Testament and how the story of Jesus was heavily deformed. We also saw what happened with the story of King David and King 
Solomon; these stories are distorted entirely. I am afraid we need to expect more hoaxes, manipulations and frauds as we step deeper into 
the Old Testament. It can be that the complete belief system will be turned into ashes. I just want to inform and prepare …      
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Need to say that matriarchate is not opposed to the patriarchate. We know, in the patriarchate, the masculine 
energy is dominant and provokes permanent rivalries, clashes, and wars. This is the history of the world for the last 
4.000-5.000 years. Nevertheless, matriarchal societies are completely different. The matriarchate is not the 
domination of feminine energy. The main topic of the matriarchate is … the balance … where masculine and 
feminine energies are totally balanced, in equilibrium. This is the nature of true feminine energy, to create the 
balance, to create the world of equality. Such cultures live in peace, not having wars at all. The only topic is progress, 
advance, and life in accordance with Natural Law. The language they used was most probably similar to some Slavic 
languages, sort of proto-Slavic language. Illyrians who entered the Balkan at that certain moment brought changes, 
dominant masculine energy prevailed, and warring became a way of everyday living. Though, many mutual 
achievements fused together.  
 
While migrating to Balkan, Illyrians brought with them a good portion of the Vedic tradition, though that was in 
decline and a lot of things had faced distortion and degradation. First of all, they imposed their language, which was 
full of Sanskrit. Even today we have a lot of remnants of Sanskrit in the modern Croatian language. After all, the 
linguists of Croatia like to say that their language is the closest to the Sanskrit. This language gradually faded out 
anyway and returned back to Slavic language. In the Roman Era, the Latin language dominated, and original Illyrian 
was more and more rejected and suppressed. But, the best-preserved language enclave of ancient Illyrian language 
survived until very recent times and still can be found though in traces in Stara Baška on the island of Krk in Croatia. 
Gan Veyan … is the original name of this language, or … Veljotski language …, according to the Italian name … 
Veglia … for that region and island of Krk. Nevertheless, to be honest, there was strong repression toward this 
language, and especially the communist system of ex-Yugoslavia was very eager to extinguish it completely, though 
this repression is still there even today. Both branches of Church, Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox, they were 
very eager to remove any trace of Sanskrit and Vedic tradition along with many rituals and ceremonies.6  
  
Ancient Illyrians brought with them their own script and writing system as well. This is the Glagolitic script. This is a 
very old script. You cannot find a lot of true information about the Glagolitic script on official websites or in history 
books, because this topic was heavily manipulated. The truth about the origin of the Glagolitic script is heavily 
distorted. There are some indications that this Glagolitic script should be compared with the scripts of Mohenjo 
Daro and Harappa cultures. These two cultures, same as Dholavira and Lothal, should be considered as a post-Vedic. 
Those ARE NOT pre-Vedic cultures as some would like to formulate it. These are post-Vedic cultures, and from there 
we need to search for Vedic Aryans whose Invasion was going out from India around 1900-1800 B.C.E. Those are 
Hyksos, or Asiatics, how ancient Egyptians called them. Well, many years ago I was attracted to follow the work of 
… Dr. Jonathan Mark Kenoyer … as he was researching the Indus Valley cultures in India and Pakistan. Must say, 
amazing achievements. In some stage, one article of his own attracted my attention especially. The title is: 
Uncovering the keys to the lost Indus cities, and it was published in Special Edition of the Scientific American 
Magazine, in January 2005. Here is the link … 
   
http://wps.prenhall.com/wps/media/objects/12330/12626747/myanthropologylibrary/PDF/A_SCIAM_22_Kenoy_521.pdf 
 

Just to be very short, in some places he indicated a sudden and abrupt break of habitation in Harappa around 1750 
B.C.E. That was what scientists have been arguing for a long time actually. In fact, big changes had happened in all 
mentioned locations around 1900 B.C.E. along with drying out of Ghaggar-Hakra River or Sarasvati River, how it was 
called as well. Then, about 1800-1750 B.C.E. all of sudden there was a drastic change. It was as that some higher 

                                                 
6) The story about the Veljotski Language is very impressive. It is also called … Old Dalmatian Language. In all official books, records and 
school texts you will find out an info that this is just one offshoot of the Roman Language. In fact, my research has shown something entirely 
different. To be very precise, this is … the Trojan Language. This is one dialect or offshoot of the original Illyrian Trojan Language. That is the 
reason it was so eagerly and ruthlessly forced to be extinguished by all systems. It contained huge amount of Sanskrit terms and expressions, 
and some of them survived and are incorporated into modern Croatian Language. Of course, that original Trojan Language was heavily 
romanized during the Roman Era, so it seems now as that the Roman Language itself is the root. But this is not true. The truth is this is the 
variant of original Trojan Language. This is so very important cognition actually. I am sure there will be more of discussion coming up very 
soon about this point.   
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culture had left completely, but then there is no breakage of habituation, the only thing, since that moment the 
culture is much lower and never reached the size, proportions, and profoundness of previously exposed culture. 
Therefore, it is as that somebody left, but somebody came at the same time; somebody much lower in culture. 
Sources from Mesopotamia, which regularly reported about contacts and trading with Meluha, how they called 
Indus and Sarasvati River Civilization, all of sudden doesn’t mention anything about that region anymore. It is as 
that it disappeared, vanished. Indeed, it is exactly what did happen. Light skin Vedic Aryans vanished from India, 
and after some short period of time, they surfaced on the Levant as Hyksos and/or Hurrians. Unfortunately, it seems 
to me, Dr. Kenoyer is trapped in still the officially predominant theory of Arian Invasion into India around 1500 
B.C.E. I hope he will correct his attitude soon. Actually, I am sure Dr. Kenoyer is capable to say much more about 
the real and true migration of Vedic Aryans from India to the Levant and the Mediterranean Sea.             
 
Then, a very important point is that those Illyrians did not make graves, they cremated bodies of departed ones. 
This is one very important part of Vedic tradition tuned very much with natural laws; to decompose the body after 
departing as soon as this is possible. This kind of practice is still very vivid in India today.  
 
Illyrians worshiped Vedic gods, they were doing Vedic rituals, including Yagyas and Pujas. This is very nicely 
supported by archaeological researches and findings. Here I need to mention findings in Spila Nakovana (the Cave 
near the village Nakovana) on Pelješac Peninsula in Croatia. 
  
http://archive.archaeology.org/0103/newsbriefs/cult.html 
 
https://www.penn.museum/documents/publications/expedition/PDFs/47-3/Kaiser.pdf 
 

The story has it that in the year 2000. the archaeological team of two scientists, Stašo Forenbaher from Croatia and 
Timothy Kaiser from Canada, discovered a cave sealed for 2000 years, totally intact and beautifully preserved right 
from the Roman time, a sometime little bit before the Christ Era. In the middle, they did find a phallus-shaped 
stalagmite, which was adjusted there for performing certain rituals and ceremonies. 
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The photo was taken from the pdf … Archaeological caving in Croatia … exposed at the link… 
https://www.penn.museum/documents/publications/expedition/PDFs/47-3/Kaiser.pdf 

 
 

A lot of broken pottery and ceramics were found around, and by later analysis and reconstructions, something very 
interesting was revealed. Actually, they found some fragments of the board of the astrologer, which explicitly gives 
an indication that astrology was used there along with rituals, and this can only be the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish or 
some variant of it. This is the board for making tracks of planetary movements. The position of every planet related 
to the Zodiac was carefully registered on a daily basis in order that individual natal charts could have been cast. 
Positions of planets are needed for Shiva Ling worshiping as well, or so-called Rudra Abhishek.     
 
http://www.livescience.com/17943-oldest-astrologer-board-zodiac.html 
 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2088308/Worlds-oldest-astrology-board-discovered-cave-sealed-2-000-years.html 
 
 

 
 
The photo was taken from the website … http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2088308/Worlds-oldest-astrology-board-discovered-

cave-sealed-2-000-years.html   
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This is an absolutely amazing discovery, the discovery which tells us that the very common Vedic ritual of Shiva Ling 
adoration was still very lively in that part of Illyria just a little bit before Jesus’ time. The fact that it was performed 
within a hidden deep cave, is telling that there was a kind of suppression probably going on. Most probably Romans 
were forbidding old cults and worshiping of Vedic gods and performing Vedic rituals. As we know, Illyrians had many 
wars with the Romans. There were about 140 years of permanent warring, and Romans couldn’t conquer Illyria; 
Illyrians had been proved as frenetic warriors. But then somehow, as the Illyrian culture was in decline, and Romans 
were growing in power, they finally won over Illyrians at the time of Gaius Julius Caesar, and they integrated Illyria 
into Roman Empire, though occasional rebellions were erupting sometimes. Nevertheless, in spite of all that, Illyria 
was not just an ordinary province of the Roman Empire. Even the status of being Empire for Rome was declared 
after Illyria joined Romans; before it was Republic. Illyria gave many emperors, and many emperor’s palaces rose 
there in Illyria itself. 
 
It happened somehow, the cave was sealed in a certain moment, and it was not opened for the next 2000 years.7 
Amazing! 
 
 

 
 

 
The Phallus-like Shiva Ling, as representative of masculine energy, is connected with the Yoni, a feminine energy 
principle, and they are both symbolically depicting the act of archetypal procreation. Of course, the complete 
structure and meaning of such puja rituals are very complex. Exposed detail is just one part of the full meaning and 
of the full purpose. The point is that such kind of Vedic chanting restores the balance of Nature by spreading only 
supportive and nourishing vibrations. Rudra Abhishek is a very common performance in India even today. 

                                                 
7) Just recently one friend of mine has informed me he did find a very similar cave with the similar Shiva Ling and with lot of ceramics around 
on his property, near the coast of the Adriatic Sea, but far away from mentioned one Spila Nakovana. Just by digging and excavating for some 
construction, the underground cavern opened with very surprising scenery. He still wants to keep low profile of the site, though some experts 
already looked. Researches are still going on. Therefore, we see that Spila Nakovana is not an isolated case of Shiva Ling worshiping. Most 
probably there were many such ritual places in ancient Illyria. 
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But, let’s return back to the main story and that is Troy. It is obvious now that these Illyrians are migrants from 
Vedic Civilization on the Indian subcontinent. As soon they entered the Balkan Peninsula, they established a strong 
Empire, and this is exactly what should be considered as the real cradle of Europe and the Modern World. This is 
the real cradle of the World, not Greece! As the Troy City and fortification had fallen, it was destroyed first. It was 
going down brick by brick, and it faced the destiny of the famous El Amarna of Pharaoh Akhenaten; just to be 
decomposed completely. Then, many people were expelled and resettled in some other places all over Europe. This 
is what Roberto Salinas Price was explicitly highlighting. They moved even to the far north of Europe, to Scandinavia, 
and mixed with Vikings. They moved into central Europe as well and made the foundation for modern state Bavaria, 
which was more independent in the past, and even today always showing a tendency to be independent. So 
enigmatic and mysterious Franks also originated from Illyrians, and it was with them that King Charlemagne was 
riding in order to establish a strong and powerful Frankish Empire, which became the foundation for modern 
countries of France and Germany, both. For years, I am listening lamentations how these Franks mysteriously 
despaired. They did not! They are still there where King Charlemagne put them and left them. The only thing, they 
are covered by layers of some other false identities. Furthermore, after the destruction of Troy, some migrants went 
to the Apennine Peninsula, what is today Italy, and there they founded Rome, which will become a great civilization 
very soon. However, another group of the same Illyrians, most probably Liburninas, moved to Apennine Peninsula 
by another route, like today Bologna and further to the west coast of the Peninsula, and formed another strong 
culture there, the Culture of Etruscans. In the initial stage, they were cremating their deceased ones, they developed 
a sort of matriarchate society where men and women were of equal status. Even the language of Etruscans was 
deciphered, and it was shown that this is actually some proto-Slavic language. Therefore, these are all offshoots of 
the Illyrian culture.8    
 
Later on, in the 7th century B.C.E., in order to put even more smoke onto the complete story, Greeks translated 
everything to be in Greece, and this is how one big hoax of the history was born. Nevertheless, it seems that was 
not enough of smoke, and in some later stage, they drove Albanians there, and imposed Illyrian name onto them, 
and ordered them to behave like Illyrians and to take their identity completely. That was all to deepen the hoax 
even more, in order to hide who real Illyrians are. Sometime around the 4th and 5th century C.E., they removed the 
Illyrian name completely, and the new name was introduced … the Slavs … or … the Slavic people ... Just to remind, 
this name has the root in the Latin word … servus … or … sclavus … what was transferred into English word … slave.        

                                                 
8) There is an amazing footage on the YouTube under the title … Etruscan Civilization and Etruscan Language … available at the link … 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RVLq8u6bcE … and revealing the final truth about that “so enigmatic culture”. It is becoming very clear 
now that the term … Etruscan … actually means … Illyrian … These are synonyms. It is very likely that Etruscan language did sound like modern 
Polish. That would say that the Polish language is the most archaic form of Slavic-Illyrian language. It is very likely that those Etruscans lived 
there on Apennine Peninsula for long time, long before establishment of the Rome. It should be considered as a proto-Slavic, or proto Illyrian 
culture.    
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After such devastating influences Illyria was easily fading out, the local population which somehow survived to some 
extension anyway did turn toward piracy. However, it was declining more and more every day. In a certain moment 
of time, they forgot who they are, and who they were so that the complete blackout of memory was produced 
which lasted all until Roberto Salinas Price had appeared and exposed the truth in its full glory. 
 
Nevertheless, this is not the end of this story. Of course, the pendulum is now swinging to the opposite side, the 
level of knowledge and the level of consciousness, are permanently raising up, they are ascending both, nothing is 
possible to be hidden anymore, and the memory itself is easy to be recovered. Everything is easy to be restructured 
and reconstructed. Everything is coming back home now. 
 
If we try to look at these events from the point of view of genetic research, then something very interesting is 
popping up. Of course, there are many controversies about such kind of research. Well, the first and the initial 
research, that one is the most reliable from my point of view, because it was not known what all that is about, and 
it was more innocent. However, as soon results of the first research broke out, along with very big surprises, of 
course, politics and framing entered this field of genetic research heavily, so it is less reliable according to my 
opinion. For instance, the first research has shown that Eu7 Haplotype should be assigned to the Illyrians, and 
among the population of modern Croatia, it was found in 45 %. Surprisingly, the same Haplotype group Eu7 was 
found among the population of Germany in 37.5 % especially allocated in the south of the country.9  
 
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/290/5494/1155 
 
http://carswell.com.au/wp-content/documents/the-genetic-legacy-of-paleolithic-homo-sapiens-in-extant-europeans.pdf 
 
 

 
                                                 
9) In the year 2000. a big group of scientists under the leadership of L. Luca Cavalli-Sforza made extensive research on genetics on almost all 
European nations. Male population was being researched by following Y chromosome mutations. Results were astonishing and shocking. For 
example, for Hungary it was shown that it has about 60% of Slavic genes. Some countries like Austria for example did not want to join to the 
research. They were afraid of results; they knew what possibly could come out. All was published in work known as: The Genetic Legacy of 
Paleolithic Homo sapiens in Extant Europeans: A Y Chromosome Perspective 
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As I mentioned before, many surprises erupted with that research. As a very shocking detail, I can mention that 
Saami people in the north of Finland have about 42 % of Eu7 Haplotype. On an island named Gotland in Sweden, it 
was discovered that the population there has about 90 % of Eu7 Haplotype. Very interesting indeed! It is telling that 
so-called Goths were made as well just by fusion of Nordic Vikings and Illyrian migrants from Balkan.     
 
Furthermore, in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Haplotype Eu7 was discovered on a big scale as well. Dr. Dragan 
Primorac … made research showing that Eu7 Haplotype and its sub-variant I1b are present among Croats about 71 
%, about 44 % among Bosniac, and about 31 % among Serbs of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Very interesting indeed! 
Later on, they did refine these Haplotype groups, it became more complex, but more politicized as well, so I couldn’t 
follow that anymore. Nevertheless, I invite all free and independent researchers to continue such research because 
only the full truth can come out of it. 
 
https://www.scribd.com/document/45470831/The-Peopling-of-Modern-Bosnia-Herzegovina 
 

 

 
 
To channelize all these considerations toward the end easily, we need to say the following things. From this story, 
the story of legendary Troy, we see that Vishnu was very eagerly building up new kingdoms and empires, like stages 
of evolution to go on. However, he was also very active in closing some cultures and civilizations when there was a 
time for that. Of course, everything is just part of the game. We see that even this decline and disappearance of the 
civilization of Troy was carefully programmed in order to make a strong and powerful story that will be remembered 
for thousands of years. Just recently by watching an extraordinary documentary of one even a more extraordinary 
public lecture, I cognized that just about the same time, many ancient cultures declined and disappeared from the 
scene completely. Like Hittites for example, then Mycenaeans, Minoans, Assyrians, Babylonians, Cypriots, and 
Canaanites; they all collapsed suddenly. The Egyptians, they did survive, but they had faced terrible changes as well, 
and nothing was the same as before. That was the lecture by … Dr. Eric Cline …, from George Washington University. 
The year 1177 B.C.E. was mentioned when they almost all collapsed simultaneously. Troy is not far from that frame. 
It collapsed finally in 1152 B.C.E. The link to the … 1177 B.C.: The Year Civilization Collapsed … is exposed here …              
 
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/10185.html 
 
http://store.bib-arch.org/1177-BC-The-Year-Civilization-Collapsed/productinfo/9H4J3/ 
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Today this is exposed on YouTube as well … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRcu-ysocX4  
 
However, that was all part of the cycle. That was descending Bronze Age, which started around 3100 B.C.E. and was 
lasting all until 700 B.C.E. when Iron Age started. All cultures lasted for some time and then they decomposed or, 
melted and turned into something else.10 That was the nature of descending periods of world ages; every new 
generation was born with lesser knowledge, and with a lower level of consciousness.    
 
Now, before closing this essay, I would like to present one more natal chart. This is the Helen of Troy. I was just 
wondering how nice it would be to find her natal chart as well. Not to be lazy, I did extensive research. And here 
she is: 
 

 
 

The natal chart – Helen of Troy (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below). 
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0. 

 

 

                                                 
10) There is an article with almost identical topic exposed in 2001. in BAR-Archeology Odyssey … with the title … When Civilization 
Collapsed … https://members.bib-arch.org/archaeology-odyssey/4/5/9 ... and what is adopted to the recent article in BAR … Bronze Age 
Collapse: Pollen Study Highlights Late Bronze Age Drought … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/ancient-cultures/ancient-near-
eastern-world/bronze-age-collapse-pollen-study-highlights-late-bronze-age-
drought/?mqsc=E3953148&utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=BHD+Daily%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=ZE8A44Z60  
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We see that she was extraordinarily beautiful. The Shukra-Venus is of super exalted dignity. Surya-Sun is right at 
the place to be the queen. But, Surya-Sun is … mrita-dead, it will not expose full results. Must say, it was not easy 
to find her natal chart. I still have some small doubts, to be honest. But then, when I checked the period mentioned 
before along with Hector’s chart, the period when she was possibly taken to Troy, then everything became so clear. 
This happened along with the starting of the … Sk-Sa-Ke … period in her natal chart and that was on February 14, 
1162, B.C.E. It was obvious that her secret love affair started along with the … Sk-Sa-Bu-Sa … period. When 
researching transits, it became so obvious she started that affair on January 24, 1162, B.C.E. Then, it was going on 
for the next ten days, till mentioned February 14, 1162 B.C.E. when they left Sparta and sailed back to Troy. 
 
 

 
 

The Helen of Troy, as it was represented by actress Diane Kruger in the movie “The Troy” (2004). 
Pencil sketch by Polish artist Krzysztof Lukasiewicz. Taken from: http://krzysztof20d.deviantart.com/ 
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Nevertheless, after seeing this chart, some new questions are opened. Was Hector involved in some way with 
Helen? Did she perhaps leave Sparta because of Hector? Is it possible that Paris was just a cover story? Maybe I am 
going too far, but something is telling me there is much more to this story. If we put Hector’s chart under scrutiny, 
by researching transits we easily find out that he had hidden intimate affair on the 24th of January 1162 B.C.E. as 
well. Who was that person he had an intimate relationship with? Was it Helen? In one place I did find an intriguing 
bit of information that Helen was third in mourning during the funeral ceremony of Hector, just after his wife and 
father most probably. This is also saying something. Unfortunately, I cannot see so deep by myself. I hope Jyotish 
experts will answer such questions. It is intriguing indeed! Isn’t it? I hope the natal chart of Paris will offer more 
answers, and for that reason, I was eager to find this chart as well. It is very important that we have natal charts of 
all actors and actresses in this still so fascinating story. The natal chart of Paris would be possibly proved as the 
crucial one. Therefore, I plunged deeply into the finding of the natal chart of Paris of Troy. Interestingly, after some 
search, the natal chart did appear. He was born on March 23, 1194 B.C.E. at 6.16 PM LMT (Local Mean Time). This 
is the natal chart of Paris of Troy … 
 

 
 

The natal chart – Paris of Troy (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below). 
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0. 
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The key clue for fine-tuning of this chart came along with some statement I had found, that he was born before the 
… nightfall. This is what attracted my attention. So what is nightfall? It is said to be a synonym for dusk and sunset 
also. The term twilight is being used as well. However, there are some differences anyway. First, that was not 
supposed to be mentioned if this is not really very close to the night itself. That also means it should be after the 
sunset because all that before is just … afternoon. Now, if we want to look astronomically, in theory, there are 72 
minutes between the sunset and total darkness. From the following website, one paragraph is extracted …   
 
https://www.timeanddate.com/astronomy/different-types-twilight.html 
    

Astronomical Twilight, Dawn, and Dusk 
Astronomical twilight occurs when the Sun is between 12 degrees and 18 degrees below the horizon. 
Astronomical dawn is the time when the geometric center of the Sun is at 18 degrees below the horizon. Before this time, the sky is 
absolutely dark. 
Astronomical dusk is the instant when the geographical center of the Sun is at 18 degrees below the horizon. After this point, the sky is 
no longer illuminated. 
In the morning, the sky is completely dark before the onset of astronomical twilight, and in the evening, the sky becomes completely 
dark at the end of astronomical twilight. Any celestial bodies that can be viewed by the naked eye can be observed in the sky after the 
end of this phase. 

 
There we see the difference between all of these expressions. In fact, the nightfall or dusk is the period of time after 
the Sunset and the point when the center of the sun is 18 degrees below the horizon. Due to the speed of rotation 
of the Earth, there are 4 minutes of real-time needed to make one degree of turn, so 18 degrees will need 72 
minutes. So there are 72 minutes between Sunset and total darkness without any light at all. But, this is not all. This 
also depends very much on the Latitude. Regions around the Equator have a tendency to have shorter dusk; the 
night falls almost immediately after the Sunset. On the North Pole, the dusk has a tendency to be longer. As we are 
talking about the Troy, which was on 43 degrees North of Latitude, and this is close to being the middle point 
between the Equator and the North Pole, I assume it should be on half a value. So, it should have been about 30-
36 minutes between Sunset and total dark night in Paris’ case. From the natal chart, we can see that the Sunset on 
that day was at 6.08.51 PM LMT. That means the birth of Paris had happened between that time and 6.44.51 PM 
LMT approximately. 
 
Initially, I came close to the day with my calculation, but then, the only problematic job was to make fine-tuning. 
This is where that previously exposed story about nightfall helped a lot, and the chart was tuned to 6.16. PM LMT. 
So, there was still about half an hour before total darkness. This timing is the best appropriate option for the 
atmakaraka to be fitted in the Navamsa divisional chart. The only place it could be is an eleventh house of the 
Navamsa. This is very controversial actually because it is denoting a very brave and vigorous personality. But the 
story of Paris is completely opposite! Yes, it is the opposite in the second part of his life, but not during his young 
days. The complete chart has shown the big contradiction between the younger days of Paris, and when he was 
about 32-35 years of age. In young days Paris was extremely brave. One story is popping out when he was a young 
man, but in some teenage most probably, he chased cattle thieves, and he restored all stolen sheep after he caught 
thieves and punished them. This is how he earned his second name … Alexander … the protector of the people. It 
was about that time that he entered into a relationship with one nymph and he married her. They had a child 
together. Navamsa chart is the chart of the partner, they say. Indeed, this chart perfectly depicts his first wife … the 
mountain nymph (Oread) Oenone, who lived on Mount Ida, which according to Roberto Salinas Price is Biokovo 
Mountain massive in today's Croatia, with St. Juraj highest peak (1762m). Beautiful lady, very honest and righteous, 
extremely spiritual, and deeply involved in healings with herbs. She could heal any wound and almost any disease. 
But Paris left her and their child when he was recognized completely by the royal family of King Priam who wanted 
him back. After all, he left his primary family, because of Helen; because the most beautiful women in the world 
was promised to him. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_(mythology) 
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In his main chart, we see Shukra as a lord of the lagna-ascendant, posited in the seventh house, but in debilitated 
dignity because of being in the Bharani Nakshatra which it rules. That also means that lagna Nakshatra, the Vishakha 
ruled by Guru-Jupiter, will be afflicted. The Shukra-Venus is very close to the Surya-Sun, who will burn it at the list 
to some level; it’s only about three degrees of distance. That Surya-Sun is exalted in the main chart, but it is 
debilitated in the Navamsa. This debilitating grip of Surya-Sun will be finished when he is about 32 years of age, and 
after that Surya-Sun will have exalted status. Just to mention, it is exactly about that time that he returned to his 
primary royal family and became the prince, what was his right by birth after all. But he left his wife and son behind 
and forgot about them completely. One version of the story told us that his first wife sent their son to heal the rift 
between them, but he did not recognize him, and he did kill him. 
 
The Guru-Jupiter is debilitated in the main chart but exalted in the Navamsa. This will explain his extraordinary 
braveness during young days, and even more extraordinary coward like behavior when he was grown. The Guru-
Jupiter is the lord of the third house representing braveness and vigor, but it will be in debilitated status when he 
became an adult.   
 
It is his extraordinary beauty and intelligence that betrayed him, and what has shown he is of royal origin. This 
changed his life completely. The lagna-ascendant in both charts is ruled by the Shukra-Venus. The Shukra-Venus is 
such a graha-planet who will offer a lot of good Shukra qualities even when being debilitated. After all, Shukra is 
the biggest benefic.    
 
Now we come to the most sensitive point. If we take a look at the transit-gochara of planets, we see that on that 
day, the 24th day of January 1162 B.C.E., Paris had a new love affair and romance. It did start at the same time as 
Helen’s love affair and romance, so there is no doubt that they were together at that time. The explanation for 
Hector’s intimate relationship is more prosaic, I think. It seems to me, on royal courts at that time for such kind of 
diplomatic visitations, it was a custom to offer nice entertainment for all male guests, especially for such kind of 
higher rank guests. According to embedded custom, the diplomatic mission from the Troy was offered nice and 
beautiful girls to have some fun, as long they are there as guests. It is obvious now that the Greeks have been proven 
as perfect hosts, and it seems, Hector didn’t refuse this act of highest hospitality. Therefore, this part of the story is 
solved, I guess. Still, the relationship between Helen and Hector is what intrigues me. Super exalted, Uccha 
Vargottama, Shukra-Venus, as Helen had it in her natal chart, is to expose self-centeredness, and maybe even too 
much of ambition. She is of Simha-Lion lagna-ascendant, she is all about ambition. The close connection of Surya-
Sun with Rahu, only about 5 degrees apart, would support an idea of too much ambition. It would create great 
ambition, actually. All that we can easily connect with Helen. Being the queen of Sparta, of the relatively small region 
or city-state of not completely profiled Greece yet, which was considered as a provincial region at that time, was 
quite different than to be close to the throne of the big kingdom or even empire as Illyria was at that time. And that 
Illyria was at the peak point of its own power at that moment. Paris was at that moment second in line for the crown, 
just after the Hector. Was she targeting Hector through Paris, actually? As the war started, due to the situation 
development they lived nine years in the same palace within the heavily fortified Troy, completely surrounded by 
enemies as the siege was going on. Let’s say, nine years under the one roof. What was happening there within the 
palace all these long years until the departure of Hector and the ending of war? After Hector left, they say, at that 
moment she was still firmly with Paris. But, it seems, the critical moment occurred again along with the death of 
Paris. She was then given as a wife to another younger son of King Priam, to the Deiphobus, but it seems she did not 
want him, and then she started to play against him, and he was finally killed by King Menelaus when the Troy was 
fallen. Legend has it that she, Helen, hide the sword Deiphobus was still capable to defend himself in that critical 
moment, what is explicitly telling that at that moment she was playing against Trojans and with Greeks. But, that 
could be just a legend after all. 
 
Anyway, it can be that I am wrong, maybe ambition was not her drive at all. Maybe she was just searching for never 
completely fulfilled love. We see Ketu-Rahu gaming around the 4th house in her natal chart. This house represents 
the heart, and the deepest emotional realms at the bottom of the heart, what will give strong and never-ending 
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effects of pulling towards and pushing away, depending on which one, Rahu or Ketu, are predominant in a certain 
moment. Sani-Saturn is positioned there in the fourth house as well, and though it is retrograde, it will additionally 
amplify detachment from all that the fourth house represents. But Guru-Jupiter is there as the lord of fifth, the 
house of passion and romances. Altogether, this is a never-ending game of love and passion. If we add even ambition 
to this mix, the situation is even worse. This is definitely not the formula for a happy end. This is the formula for 
disaster. It makes the emotional life of the person, and the complete life, after all, to be more like a roller-coaster; 
with a lot of ups and downs. And this is exactly what Helen of Troy had in her life. In addition, we see there are six 
planets gathered in the fourth and tenth house of the main natal chart, and their mutual seventh Aspect-Drishti will 
pollute effects without a real ending point.   
 
We see now that some enigmas about the Troy are solved, nevertheless, still many questions are left open. Hope 
some deeper insights will make the story completely transparent. But, along with this amazing research, I was 
thinking myself quite often about all these characters and play of destiny which was created along with, and I asked 
myself many times, was it possible for all to be avoided. I think, definitely not! But, I’ve noticed some points when 
everything was just hanging on one thread, and it was not known which side The Destiny will decide to go. There 
were about four months between Helen's abduction and the start of the war. We need to have on mind that Greeks, 
after they noticed Helen is gone with Paris and Trojans, sent diplomatic mission which was supposed to return her 
back home to Sparta, to polish everything, and everything would be forgotten. Therefore, there is absolutely no way 
we put everything on Greeks. After all, they’ve been very polite hosts, and it seems they did all diplomacy to solve 
the problem, and to forget everything. They just defended their honor, after all. I think every honorable man would 
do the same. Thus, that was one critical moment when everything was possible to be turned a completely different 
way. Another critical moment had occurred when the war already started, after the first battle, when Greeks were 
rejected and they withdraw to their initial starting position. They were demoralized, not united at all, Achilles was 
not willing to fight yet, and they were just to return home forever. That was the important moment indeed. The war 
was almost finished. Then again, the wrong judgment of Trojans and they did counterattack thinking to break down 
the Greeks completely. That was proved as a horrible mistake. Except for these two mentioned situations, there 
were probably some more such points, but the complete analysis would exceed the intention of this essay. 
Altogether, Destiny wanted things to go exactly this way. One big civilization was going down, as well as many others 
about that time, what was already mentioned before. Destiny just wanted to make a strong and powerful story to 
be remembered for a long, long time. From this point of view we also need to watch on all characters; better to say 
… actors. They’ve just played their roles in this play. 
 
Therefore, with Troy, as we could see, one civilization just faded out, and another one, exactly Greece, was elevated 
up, and it will become the stage for a new civilization, which will last for about a thousand years. It was exactly that 
war that made Greeks stronger, unified, and richer. No need to mention that all goods are taken and delivered to 
Greece. Thus, that was that moment when the new culture of Greece was actually born. Just to repeat once again, 
all neighboring big cultures had faced breakdown or they were weakened heavily. The new star, Greece, is just 
about to be born.  
 
Before ending this essay, need to add a few more words. I need to say that this essay is being written over a long 
span of time. It is about a year as I made the initial natal chart of Hector and started to write about it. Every research 
of such kind is connected with dramatic turnovers. In ancient history and mythology, there are many layers in each 
story, and by breaking each layer, always some dramatic changes in decoding the story can happen. I think, I need 
to mention one very important thing, which can possibly change the complete story of legendary Troy dramatically. 
After watching for long on all those natal charts, comparing with mythology and some other records, I suddenly 
came to the stunning conclusion. What if Hector didn’t die at that crucial moment? What if this part of the story is 
faked heavily by himself and by his closest members of the family itself? What if … ? I know it sounds crazy, but here 
there are my arguments for such kind of thinking. 
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Well, first of all, that would not be the first time we have such a dramatic turnover. In many, if not all essays of 
mine, we had witnessed dramatic turnovers. And this is definitely not all, there will be even much more dramatic 
turnovers of such kind. 
 
Another thing, I’ve noticed some problems with the fitting of Hector at the History TimeLine. If he was killed in the 
ninth year of the siege, as they say, that would be the year 1153 B.C.E., let’s say so.  His next definitive and absolutely 
confirmed incarnation did happen in 1117 B.C.E. That means, there are 36 years in between these two incarnations. 
This is a little bit too much. If we now take it another way, and that is that he maybe had another incarnation in-
between, then it should be minimally ten years after the previous one, and ten years gap before the next one, and 
when we calculate that what remains, there are only 16 years of possible lifespan. This is not possible at all! In all 
my previous cases, and I successfully researched many Vishnu incarnations, it was maximally 30 years between two 
incarnations and a minimum of ten years. I had some similar situations and dilemmas before, and it was always 
proved something is not all right with official records. It was shown that history books and texts are lying. This case 
of Hector is absolutely the same. So, whenever I see such kind of discrepancy, I know something is smelling there; 
something is fishy there. It would be logical in this case to conclude that he may be lived even 20-30 years longer, 
all until and latest with 1127 B.C.E., just to ensure ten years gap till another incarnation in 1117 B.C.E. 
 
In addition, maybe the third reason, why I suddenly came to this conclusion just literally overnight, is the fact that I 
do not see clearly the death affliction in Hector’s natal chart. We already met with two such cases, King David and 
Mary Magdalene, and in both cases, it was obvious an early death with the meeting of eighth lord Saturn-Sani with 
the lagna-ascendant lord, the Moon-Chandra. Apart from this, I studied several more cases of death affliction with 
Karkha-Cancer lagna-ascendant people, and in absolutely all cases I did find the identical situation of Moon-Chandra 
and Saturn-Sani conjunction or connection. So, this is definitely the rule! And there is no such case in the natal chart 
of Hector! Need to mention, that was Shukra-Ketu … Sk-Ke … period of his life. Shukra-Venus as mahadasha lord is 
strong and powerful, in high dignity of own house, conjoined with exalted Rahu in the very excellent eleventh house. 
Shukra-Venus is in the Nakshatra of Sun-Surya, so it will act as a Sun-Surya. And Sun-Surya is exalted in the tenth 
house, in Bharani Naksahtra, just four degrees away from the highest point of exaltation. He will be just as a king. 
Ketu is seven places away from Shukra and Rahu, they make mutual seventh aspect-drishti, in the very auspicious 
kona house, the fifth house. There is no any visible affliction. The only thing, Ketu is placed in the Jyeshta Nakshatra 
ruled by Budha-Mercury, which is the lord of the twelfth by the way; it is the marak planet, death afflicting planet. 
And in transit we see the Shukra-and the Budha at the same degree on August 1, 1153 B.C.E. Perhaps this can be 
one reason, but this kind of affliction can be enough to provoke faked death as well. But Guru-Jupiter is exalted in 
transit about that time, so it will save the situation completely. At the same time, Chandra-Moon stays in the 
nakshatra ruled by Sani, which is debilitated in the Navamsa, but till these crucial years will lose its own debilitated 
grip and will be exalted actually. Sani-Saturn is the atmakaraka simultaneously and beautifully placed in the most 
favorable ninth house of Navamsa. No, definitely no way that Hector died or was killed in these crucial events along 
with the fall of Troy. I wonder how I didn’t see all that before! I was just blinded with a few thousand years of 
repeated fraud that he was killed. But, to be honest, and correct, I leave some space for different interpretations. 
 
But, this is not all; there is more. 
 
For a long time, I have been trying to find and locate the Aeneas, the legendary founder of Rome, who supposedly 
was the Trojan refugee. Some legends including Virgil’s epic … Aeneid … strongly suggests that. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aeneas 
 

I couldn’t find him by using Vedic Astrology-Jyotish. According to the story, he flew from Troy in the fire, with his 
children, and by carrying his injured father on his back, but his wife was killed along with the escape. First, he went 
to Sicily, recovered there, and then he traveled to Cartage, had a love affair with the princess there, left her in grief 
so that she made suicide but cursed him before dying. That was the source of everlasting and ever going hostility 
between the Cartage and Rome, they say. He finally settled in one place in the west of the Apennine Peninsula and 
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established the City of Rome. Thus, firstly, it is always him, the Vishnu, who establishes such strong new cultures. I 
am sure he would not leave for anybody else to do such an important role. 
 
The Aeneas, as it is described officially, played a minor role in the Trojan War. He was almost not seen; like total 
anonymous. And all of sudden, he established Rome. Isn’t it strange all that? 
 
The additional very important clue is that he, Aeneas, is declared as a son of Aphrodite. We need to know that 
mythology stories are always mixed up by true historical events and some fictional elements. True events are coded 
in a way that they have some superficial value for ordinary people, but true knowers will always find some deeply 
coded messages. The claim that he is the son of Aphrodite, is true even when we consider the Hector. Hector’s 
mother Hecuba is the incarnated Aphrodite. An Aphrodite is the Goddess who always, in 99% of all incarnations 
comes as his mother. She is the Goddess of herself. She is a great Divinity. Very nice and sweet lady. We shall present 
her very soon. Just to remind, she was the mother of Jesus as well, the Queen Malthace. This is the same Goddess. 
She is absolutely a very great lady. This is her natal chart ... 
 

 
 

The natal chart – Hecuba of Troy (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below). 
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0. 
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She was born on March 10, 1223 B.C.E. at 5.01 PM LMT. The birthplace is an approximation, it should be somewhere 
in Phrygia, and that was sea area not far away from the Troy itself, including many islands and Neriton-Pelješac 
peninsula. There are many exaltations and other good points in this natal chart, depicting a very strong, powerful, 
beautiful, and wise lady. She was very charismatic and just a very proper wife for legendary King Priam. 
 
Back to the story of Aeneas (Hector) … 
 
The story of how Aeneas was born after meeting of the prince and disguised Aphrodite at Mount Ida, is actually the 
true story of how Hector’s father and mother met. Mythology story mentioned Aphrodite dressed as a Phrygian 
princess, which meant exactly that; Aphrodite was incarnated as a Phrygian princess. This part of the story is very 
true. The story also mentioned that after his birth, Hector was given to nymphs at Mount Ida to take care of him 
for a few years. Natal chart of Hector does indicate separation from mother in the early stage of life. Furthermore, 
Hector is the first son of King Priam and Hecuba, though there was one son of King Priam older than Hector, but 
with his first wife whom he divorced. By the way, this first son, Aesacus, departed tragically before the Trojan War 
itself. 
 
Therefore, according to my opinion, King Priam, and Hector, after nine years of war had seen their position is getting 
weaker and weaker every day, and it became clear to them they will not survive for a long. In the broader context, 
as I mentioned before, all strong cultures in the vicinity had collapsed just shortly before the Trojan War, or they’ve 
been changed and weakened drastically. At that moment, the Troy was the last one, and almost on the knees. With 
a very narrow circle of his family; maybe his wife included only, they played a game of faked Hector’s death. This is 
all very easy to be achieved. They dressed some other warrior into Hector’s dressing, and after he was killed, the 
body was distorted and mutilated within 12 days to the level not to be recognizable anymore. To be even more 
convincing, the father went to Achilles and offered him a big ransom for the body of a departed son. Achilles agreed. 
They made the funeral ceremony so that nobody except mentioned ones knew what is really going on. The father 
Hector was carrying on his back during the escape was his own father, King Priam, who also survived the fall of Troy, 
but he was probably injured. But, it seems, he died in Sicily maybe the year after. 
 
Having such a slightly different picture in mind, if we take an additional look at the natal chart of Hector, then we 
see the Surya-Sun mahadasha started just there at the end of January 1152 B.C.E. He will become a king but with 
some struggle, in completely another place, and with a much smaller kingdom than the previous Illyrian Empire. 
However, in some future days, that will become a big kingdom and empire by itself, which will eventually swallow 
even Greece as well.   
 
Thus, I think, this is how all was going on. A few real events, a little bit of fiction, a little bit of Science Fiction … and 
the entire story was really hard to be recognized. I hope this can be of some good help for all future researchers of 
that story through the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish. 
 
Just close to the end of this research on legendary Troy, few more facts I need to expose. It is true, some new 
elements are permanently popping up, and such research is more like a never-ending story. The research on all 
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these essays I exposed so far and some to come in the near future, has been going on in parallel, not sequentially 
one after another. All these stories are deeply interconnected and influencing each other heavily. In some parallel 
research, it was discovered that Helen of Troy is actually an incarnated disguised Goddess. This fact can shed 
additional light on her character and to the complete story of Troy. As she was introduced as the Goddess Ennoia, 
The First Thought of the God, the Sophia, who is actually by some dark force emanation entrapped in lower realms 
of the Creation and somehow caught in reincarnation cycle, I come to the conclusion that behind all what I said 
before, she, the Helen, should be considered as the main reason for the collapse of the Troy. It is said that this dark 
force was actually sitting there in the Troy itself, and they were destroyed as they were running for her unearthly 
beauty. According to this theory, it was that greedy mentality in search of her unimaginable beauty that in the final 
stage destroyed the complete civilization. Legend has it that it was actually She, the Goddess Ennoia, who conceived 
the complete story by coming as such unimaginable beauty. We are not supposed to forget that, according to the 
legend, it all began as a beauty contest between Goddesses Aphrodite, Athena, and Hera. They took Paris to be the 
judge and referee, but each of them tried to bribe him in a different way. It was Aphrodite who offered him the 
most beautiful woman on Earth as a wife. As we already revealed that Aphrodite was incarnated there as Hecuba, 
the mother of Hector and Paris and that Hector himself was there as incarnated God Zeus himself, and Helen as 
Goddess Ennoia, we need to ask ourselves if other mentioned goddesses were incarnated there as well. If this is the 
case then the complete story should be read out just as, or exactly as, the legend has it. 
 
Just by following this idea, the research was extended on all those close to Hector, and especially deep focus was 
taken on the wife of Hector, Andromache, and that resulted in one stunning new revelation. I simply stumbled on 
extraordinary article exposed at the following link … 
  
http://www.greeklegendsandmyths.com/andromache.html 
 

An article gives a fascinating physiological and mental profile of Andromache, and it became clear to me there is 
only one candidate for playing this role. Goddess Athena. 
To be completely clear, the natal chart of Andromache was found. And along with it, it became clear who the real 
heroine of the Trojan story is. This is definitely not Helen, this is Andromache. Furthermore, it will be proved that 
Andromache is nobody else then incarnation of the Goddess Athena. It seems, she was an extraordinarily beautiful 
woman, but not only that. She was such kind of personality that even Greeks regarded her as the epitome of 
womanhood and the source of different kinds of virtues. This is the same great Goddess Parvati who embodied 
Mary Magdalene and many, many other phenomenal characters. We see actually that every civilization is set up 
like a joint venture of supreme Vedic Gods Shiva and Vishnu. Not to forget that Goddess Parvati is the feminine 
aspect of Shiva energy. This is Shakti. Amazing, stunning, and absolutely fantastic revelation! I was so thrilled along 
with finding her there in the story of Troy. This is the true heroine of the story indeed! And just to mention, the real 
trigger for this revelation came through a completely different story. 
 
She was born on May 25, 1196, B.C.E., at 4.56 AM LMT. All sources would confirm that she was born in Cilician 
Thebe. Roberto Salinas Price associated the original, the source Cilicia, as the region from the south bank of River 
Scamandrius, what is today Neretva River, and all until Dubrovnik, Cavtat, and what is today Boka Kotorska Bay in 
Monte Negro. He mentioned several cities of Cilicia, like Kardamyle (Epidaurum-Cavtat), Plakos (Mlini), Doulichion-
Neriton Peninsula (Žuljana-Pelješac Peninsula), and Thebe (Klek and probably Neum). This last one, Thebe, or 
Cilician Thebe, just to be differentiated from the Egyptian Thebe, was the seat of King Eetion, the king of Cilicia and 
the father of Andromache. Nevertheless, it seems, the kingdom of Cilicia was part of the big Illyrian Empire lead by 
Troy and King Priam. Therefore, we can say, Cilicia was actually subordinated to Troy, and it was fighting on the side 
of Troy. All sources mentioned Andromache was born and raised up there in Thebe, so I took the coordinates of 
today’s Klek, the small town on the coast of Croatia which Salinas identified as the Cilician Thebe, as the birthplace 
of Andromache. It seems, her marriage to Hector took place before the war started, but as the war was going on 
Greeks concurred and destroyed all cities of Cilicia, her father and seven brothers were killed as well. Mother was 
ransomed and she reunited with Andromache in the Troy at some moment. The legend has it that one brother of 
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Andromache, Podes, successfully escaped the destruction of Cilicia, and he joined them in Troy as well. It seems 
that the city of Thebe was taken to be the campus of Achilles himself.    
     

 
 

The natal chart – Andromache of Troy (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below). 
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0. 

 

 
 
Well, I am not quite sure about her lifespan. The natal chart can indicate not a very long life, so it is very plausible 
she finished there along with escaping from Troy in the fire. She was about 44 years of age at that time. We see 
that Jupiter-Guru sits in the nakshatra of Saturn-Sani and giving the fifth aspect to the Moon-Chandra. Ketu is in 
absolutely the same position, it embodies the quality of Saturn-Sani, and doing exactly the same, gives the fifth 
aspect on Moon-Chandra. Ketu will also take a lot of qualities of Mars-Mangal. Sun-Surya is in the twelfth indicating 
loss of father and life abroad, and even dying abroad. We see retrograde Mercury-Budha in the first house, which 
gives extraordinary sharp intellect. It is in Pushya Nakshatra ruled by Saturn-Sani, who is retrograde, and as being 
such doesn’t show limits and boundaries. Furthermore, Saturn-Sani is in the nakshatra ruled by Jupiter-Guru, and 
all that will give a disciplined and knowledgeable mind full of wisdom. Mangal-Mars is extraordinarily strong in the 
tenth and giving aspect on the Mercury-Budha in the first. We know that she was giving a lot of advice to Hector, 
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including these of military nature. She was an absolutely great support to Hector and the whole royal family.  
Therefore, no doubt that she is the heroine number one of the Troy. However, the position of Rahu as an 
atmakaraka in the eight house of Navamsa will indicate some bad luck, which actually did manifest in her life. Her 
native city and country were burnt and destroyed, as well as her royal primal family, and later on, even the kingdom 
where she married ceased to exist. Exactly this position of Rahu as an atmakaraka in the eighth of the Navamsa 
explains such a bit of bad luck. In fact, there is an option that she also survived the fall of Troy, and was taken to 
imprisonment and enslavement to Greece. In that case, her story possibly did not have a happy end, but in another 
way. I leave this option open.  
    
Nevertheless, let us see now when all that was happening. The key point now is to find out exactly the moment 
when Troy fell. I was searching that critical moment for a long, without a lot of success, all until finally, an idea came 
that maybe it was connected with some eclipse again. That was a big breakthrough indeed. Immediately I found 
such an idea exposed on the Net as well … 
 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/science-news/3345362/Scientists-calculate-the-exact-date-of-the-Trojan-horse-using-eclipse-in-
Homer.html 
 

… with my remark that the exposed date in the article is not correct. Further comments are not necessary. 
 
Hence, it seems, there was a total solar eclipse on the day when Troy fell. As it is explicitly mentioned that the fall 
of Troy did happen in the tenth year of the war, it became clear this is the range to search for the Total Solar Eclipse. 
As we know that the beginning of the war was in June 1162 B.C.E., therefore the tenth year of the war started after 
June 1153 B.C.E. I was prone to believe that the tenth year of the war was supposed to be close to the end when 
that happened because only then we can say that the war lasted for ten years. Therefore, I searched for the Solar 
Eclipse in May-June 1152 B.C.E. And there was one on May 26, 1152, B.C.E. with a maximum at 5.07.12 PM LMT, 
and with Sunset at 7.15.07 PM LMT. That means the eclipse had happened good two hours before the Sunset, and 
because this is the end of May in the south of Croatia, the weather was probably nice with a lot of sunshine, long 
days, and that solar eclipse was visible very much. Of course, it was visible for all those who survived. My opinion is 
that the Horse was taken within the city walls one day earlier, and all evening and deep into the night Trojans were 
celebrating, drinking, and celebrating, and that was that fateful night. Exactly in the very proper moment, somebody 
gave the green light to Odyssey, and to other Greeks warriors, to come out of the Horse and start the attack from 
inside. Thus, they came out from the Horse during the night before the Solar Eclipse occurred, when Trojans were 
drunk and fell asleep; that could possibly be around 3.00 AM or 4.0 AM. That was the day of the solar eclipse already. 
 
Just to conclude … an eclipse on … May 26, 1152 B.C.E. with a maximum at 5.07.12 PM LMT … is the right one 
eclipse. This is the day when Troy fell. 
 
The eclipse itself was very strong; the Sun-Surya and the Moon-Chandra were only 2 degrees apart from the Ketu-
South Lunar Node. That indicates the Total Solar Eclipse. It was happening in the Mithuna-Twins sign and in the 
Punarvasu Nakshatra. That will fall in the fourth house of the natal chart for Hector and Andromache, which 
represents … the home and the homeland but the heart as well. Therefore, the Home will be shaken, the Homeland 
will be shaken, and their Heart will be shaken entirely. In the transit-gochara that will be in the twelfth house for 
both, the house of losses. Both implications, shaken Home and losses … make sense perfectly for this situation. 
Furthermore, in NASA’s catalog … 
  
https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEcat5/SE-1199--1100.html 
 

… this is shown as the Total Solar Eclipse on May 27 -1151 with the Catalog Number: 02034. 
 
Well, not to be lazy, let us see that eclipse with the right tool, and this is Vedic Astrology-Jyotish software. There is 
an interesting situation indeed, and I would like to share all that with the readers. In fact, there is an interesting 
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symbolic picture embedded in the chart. Actually, there are two symbols … and all that would undoubtedly confirm 
this is the right eclipse, and this is the right moment of the fall of Troy. Please follow the situation bellow … 
   
 

 
 

The Vedic Astrology-Jyotish chart of the fall of Troy (above). 
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0. 

 
 

 
 

The chart of the fall of Troy.  
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0. 

 
 

The first chart shows very clearly an image of Kumbha, the big pot the Watercarrier-Aquarius uses to carry water. 
That symbol we have seen already in several cases, and we can be sure this is a very proper understanding of what 
is shown in the chart. This is the message, an instruction, and it says we need to adjust Navamsa D-9 divisional chart 
to the Kumbha Rasi, the Aquarius. That means Aquarius-Kumbha should be set up as an ascendant of that divisional 
chart. Interestingly, when we do that we get another symbol, which by the way was not seen so far. This is a wine 
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jar. It is definitely a jar, just as for watercarrier to carry water. This is just another way to show the Kumbha 
graphically. However, in this case, it has an ambiguous meaning. Because, at the same time, this is a vessel for 
keeping wine. The association is very clear. The allusion is undoubtable. This is an allusion to the main reason Troy 
did fall. Remember, the night before the fall, Trojans were celebrating and drinking all night. The allegory is very 
clear, it cannot be clearer. Well, if we rotate this second chart, the Navamsa D-9 chart a little bit, it will be even 
clearer … 
 
 

 
 
 
Now, as we are considering eclipses again, let us check out another one situation. It is said that Odyssey returned 
home after wondering exactly ten years as Troy fell. The story has it there was the solar eclipse again on the day he 
returned home. As we know, he came disguised and saw the mess suitors made in his home while trying to marry 
his wife Penelope, and in big anger, he killed them all. The story also has it that it was the same day. The eclipse 
was on the same day as the one when Troy fell, they say. So, let us see if we can locate this solar eclipse as well. 
 
In NASA’s catalog, there is one marked … May 8-1141 … with the Catalog Number: 02059. If we check that situation 
by the appropriate Jyotish software, then we see that this eclipse was actually on May 7, 1142, B.C.E. with a 
maximum at 9.10.32 AM and with 4 degrees and 8 minutes of arc as the difference in alignment with the Rahu-
North Lunar Node, what also indicates one very strong Total Solar Eclipse. But we see this is not falling on the same 
day of the calendar as the eclipse of ten years before which was on May 26, as we know now. There are nineteen 
days of difference, which is not a big amount over the course of ten years, but anyway, this is not the same day. 
Indeed, where is the problem? It took some time when I finally realized what the problem is. The confusion was 
solved right at the moment when I spotted and noticed that both eclipses did happen on the same weekday … 
Tuesday. This is the answer! These two eclipses did happen on the same day, but on the same day of the week, 
Tuesday, not on the same calendar day. Somebody was lost in translation, intentionally or unintentionally, and 
made it as they are on the same calendar day. But they are not! There are nineteen days between them. 
Nevertheless, for the purpose of the legend and myth … well, it sounds good to be on the same day. The effect of 
the story is even stronger if we say that it did happen on the same day. Now, it doesn’t matter anymore who made 
this mistake, and when and how it was done, the thing is that along with deciphering this situation we know exactly 
when Odyssey came back home to his native Ithaca, and when he reunited with his beautiful wife Penelope.11 

                                                 
11) Well, just as this essay of mine is close to be ended, I would like to expose some researches which are about to give a clear picture of latest 
scientific cognitions about the Troy and Homer. In the article from the Archeology Odyssey which was just an offshoot of the Biblical 
Archaeology Magazine in a certain period of time, very interesting interview with … Gregory Nagy …, the scientist from Harvard University, 
USA. The title is … Is Homer Historical? An Archaeology Odyssey Interview … It is exposed along the link … https://members.bib-
arch.org/archaeology-odyssey/7/3/6  … Interestingly, Nagy is of opinion that Homer is just a legend. According to his opinion, Homer was 
created just for the purpose of giving embodiment of oral traditions which were going on for centuries and reflecting true events of Troy which 
really did happen, but many hundred years before everything is formulated and noted down. 
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Thus, it seems that Andromache did not survive the escape from Troy, but their son Astyanax did survive. It seems 
that Hector, by carrying wounded father King Priam on his back, and Astyanax who was just a small boy, did escape 
successfully. To be honest, I am not sure about all such stories for Andromache suffering and being humiliated as 
being taken to Greece after the fall of Troy. It can be this is simply not true. It can be this is all just a made-up story 
of Greeks. Though, if we consider the Navamsa divisional chart, the presence of the Saturn-Sani in the lagna-
ascendant would indicate that person could be as a servant. In addition, the Chandra as the lord of the lagna-
ascendant is meeting with the Guru-Jupiter who is the functional malefic, and they are meeting in the third house 
which is denoting neighboring countries. There is some hardness in this divisional chart, plus some threads are 
inevitably invoking the mentioned scenario, and therefore in order to keep and maintain objectivity, this option is 
entirely open.12  
 
Anyway, we see now that another Goddess of the Trinity has occurred in the story of Troy. Previously I have 
mentioned that Aphrodite was there as Hecuba, and had confirmed that with her natal chart, but now we did find 
Goddess Athena as well. The question is now only about the Goddess Hera. Was she incarnated there as well? We 
immediately recall the story. Hence, legend has it that the three goddesses were involved in the competition of 
which one of them is the fairest. It seems this is the real origin of the fall of Troy. Therefore, my question is, where 
is Hera? Or, better to reformulate it … Who is Hera?                                                    
                  
Last words in this essay on true legendary Troy, I would like to dedicate to the man who reopened that case. The 
case of Troy was closed long ago, and it was almost as being sealed forever. And then somehow, from a far distance, 
from the completely opposite part of the world, from Mexico itself, one man stood up and threw the glove to the 
face of all scientists, historians, and archaeologists together. He told them clearly: “You are not right! The Troy was 
not in Greece!” – he said loudly. He challenged the entire world indeed. Roberto Salinas Price. Unfortunately, he is 
not with us anymore, he passed into the spiritual world on August 13, 2012. He was cremated and his ash was 
spread all over the small town of Gabela, which according to his opinion was the true Troy. I know he was right. We 
are just confirming his story along with the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish. He wrote three books on this topic. The fourth 
book, as I have heard, was left half done. Because no works should be left open and unfinished in such a case, I 
would suggest to the Family to make this book finished, but in a very special way. I suggest that it would be included 
all whatever he wrote, every word; it doesn’t matter how much that is. The rest of the book should be done by 
readings of natal charts of all main characters. So far, we have natal charts of the six most important protagonists 
of that story. Maybe some more natal charts will surface in the near future. A team of three or four good experts in 
Vedic Astrology-Jyotish should be formed. They need to study carefully all natal charts in parallel, and in the most 
comprehensive way, they need to make one unique story, in a way that they all agree about any single point. Of 
course, experts in History Science and Archaeology should give some guidance and offer options in order to come 
as closest as it is possible to the core of the true story. This is the only way to finish this story once and forever. And 
let it come out with the name of Roberto Salinas Price on the cover page. All glory to Roberto Salinas Price!                     
 

The End 
 
 

NOTE: This essay, just like all other essays in this serial, they are devoted to finding some higher spiritual and universal truths. 
This can possibly help in finding, reshaping, and modeling the individual truth of everybody who is touching it. If you did find it 
to be interesting and useful in any way, please do not hesitate to visit the corner called … Contributions and Donations …, on the 
website … https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/ , in order to make your own mark there. One-click or two can change many 
things. The research, which is going on along with this serial, is just like a never-ending story. Any donation is very welcome and 
can provide researches to be continued on a comfortable basis.  

 

                                                 
12) One very interesting question which is strongly popping up whenever we talk about any fragment of the story of Troy, is the question when 
these epics like Iliad and Odyssey were written. This brings up the question when did Homer live. In the BAR article this problem is tackled by 
transferring the latest cognitions of the Science. The title of the article is … Epic Genes: Dating the Iliad … and it is available at the link … 
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/ancient-cultures/ancient-near-eastern-world/epic-genes-dating-the-iliad/  
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12. MAHALAKSHMI – THE GODDESS OF WEALTH, FORTUNE, AND PROSPERITY – Version 1-0  
https://www.scribd.com/document/420643602/Mahalakshmi-The-Goddes-of-Wealth-Fortune-And-Prosperity-Version-1-0 
 

13. RADHA AND KRISHNA – Version 1.0 
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/vedic-science-and-vedic-literature/radha-and-krishna/  

 

14. THE LEGENDARY KING ASHOKA OF INDIA - Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/423342315/THE-LEGENDARY-KING-ASHOKA-OF-INDIA-Version-1-0  

 

15. MAHARISHI MAITREYA – THE PRINCIPLE DISCIPLE OF SAGE PARASHARA – Version 1.0 
 https://www.scribd.com/document/429261852/MAHARISHI-MAITREYA-THE-PRINCIPLE-DISCIPLE-OF-SAGE-PARASHARA-Version-1-0   
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THE TRUE BIBLICAL STORY DECIPHERED 
 

1. THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM AND THE NATAL CHART OF JESUS – Version 2.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/373048637/The-Star-of-Bethlehem-and-the-Natal-Chart-of-Jesus-Version-2-0 
 

2. KING SOLOMON'S TREASURE – Version 5.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/373516118/King-Solomon-s-Treasure-Version-5-0 

 

3. JOSHUA - JESUS THE CHRIST - NEVER ENDING SURPRISES - Version 3.1 
https://www.scribd.com/document/373967510/Joshua-Jesus-the-Christ-Never-Ending-Surprises-Version-3-1 

 

4. ALEXANDER THE GREAT - ALEXANDER III OF MACEDON – Version 4.2 
https://www.scribd.com/document/374063076/Alexander-the-Great-Alexander-III-of-Macedon-Version-4-2 

  

5. JESUS AND JUDAH – EARLY DAYS – Version 3.1 
https://www.scribd.com/document/374201257/Jesus-and-Judah-Early-Days-Version-3-1 

 

6. JESUS THE CHRIST – WHAT HAPPENED AFTER THE CRUCIFIXION? - Version 7.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/374760575/Jesus-the-Christ-What-Happened-After-the-Crucifixion-Version-7-0 

 

7. JESUS THE CHRIST – LAST DAYS - Version 4.1 

https://www.scribd.com/document/375037853/Jesus-the-Christ-Last-Days-Version-4-1 

 

8. JOSEPH OF ARIMATHEA – Version 7.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/375428668/JOSEPH-OF-ARIMATHEA-Version-7-0 

 

9. JAMES THE JUST, THE BROTHER OF JESUS – Version 6.0 

https://www.scribd.com/document/377170694/JAMES-THE-JUST-THE-BROTHER-OF-JESUS-Version-6-0 
  

10. LUCIUS ARTURIUS CASTUS – LEGENDARY KING ARTHUR DECIPHERED – Version 9.1 
https://www.scribd.com/document/379108390/LUCIUS-ARTORIUS-CASTUS-LEGENDARY-KING-ARTHUR-DECIPHERED-Version-1-0   

 

11. ROMAN EMPEROR DIOCLETIAN – Version 1.0 

https://www.scribd.com/document/380796767/ROMAN-EMPEROR-DIOCLETIAN-Version-1-0  

 

12. THE TRUE STORY OF THE BIBLICAL JOSEPH - Version 1.0 
       https://www.scribd.com/document/383284589/THE-TRUE-STORY-OF-THE-BIBLICAL-JOSEPH-Version-1-0  

 

13. THE TRUE ORIGIN OF THE ISRAELITES – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/387138243/the 
 

14. SAINT JEROME, OR WHO WROTE THE BIBLE – Version 2-0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/424967108/SAINT-JEROME-OR-WHO-WROTE-THE-BIBLE-Version-2-0   

 
WWI and WW2 DECIPHERED 
 

1. FROZEN WARRIORS – Version 2.0 
 https://www.scribd.com/document/363228451/Frozen-Warriors-Version-2-0 
 

2. BALTIC MAFIA – Version 2.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/363228451/Frozen-Warriors-Version-2-0 
 

3. GRAND DUCHESS ANASTASIA NIKOLAEVNA OF RUSSIA – Version 1.0 
        https://www.scribd.com/document/399970915/GRAND-DUCHESS-ANASTASIA-NIKOLAEVNA-OF-RUSSIA-Version-1-0 
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A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER-AKASHA 
 

1. LET THERE BE ETHER! – LET THERE BE ETHER-AKASHA! – A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER AKASHA – Version 1.4.7 
https://www.scribd.com/document/401592314/LET-THERE-BE-LIGHT-LET-THERE-BE-ETHER-A-REVIVAL-OF-THE-ETHER-AKASHA-Version-1-
4-7    
 

2. THE LIFE STORY OF NIKOLA TESLA – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/397991510/THE-LIFE-STORY-OF-NIKOLA-TESLA-Version-1-0 
 

3. THE CYCLIC UNIVERSE – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/403204623/THE-CYCLIC-UNIVERSE-Version-1-0  

 
 
OTHER 
 

1. FINDING THE TRUE CHRISTMAS – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/405093698/FINDING-THE-TRUE-CHRISTMAS-Version-1-0 

 

2. THE TRAVELS OF MARCO POLO – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/409629679/THE-TRAVELS-OF-MARCO-POLO-Version-1-0  

 

3. THE ILLYRIAN QUEEN TEUTA – Version 1.0 

https://www.scribd.com/document/412341096/THE-ILLYRIAN-QUEEN-TEUTA-Version-1-0  

 

4. HANNIBAL ANTE PORTAS – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/417523463/HANNIBAL-ANTE-PORTAS-Version-1-0 

 

5. JULIUS CAESAR – Version 2.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/419032883/JULIUS-CAESAR-Version-2-0 

 

6. WHO WAS EDWARD DE VERE – Version 2.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/420002000/WHO-WAS-EDWARD-DE-VERE-Version-2-0 

 

7. SAGE CONFUCIUS-KONGFUZI – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/422196615/SAGE-CONFUCIUS-KONGFUZI-Version-1-0 

 

8. ATTILA THE GREAT – Version 2.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/426066478/ATTILA-THE-GREAT-Version-2-0 
 

9. KING CLOVIS THE GREAT, THE FOUNDER OF THE MEROVINGIAN DYNASTY – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/427198771/KING-CLOVIS-THE-GREAT-THE-FOUNDER-OF-THE-MEROVINGIAN-DYNASTY-Version-1-0  

 

10. CHARLEMAGNE, KING CHARLES THE GREAT OR, WHO LAID A FOUNDATION FOR MODERN EUROPE? – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/451647538/CHARLEMAGNE-KING-CHARLES-THE-GREAT-Version-1-0-1  
 
SPECIAL 
 

1. THE FIRST CROATIAN KINGS – KING PAVLIMIR – THE LEGEND OF KING BELO – Version 3.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/399475351/THE-FIRST-CROATIAN-KINGS-KING-PAVLIMIR-THE-LEGEND-OF-KING-BELO-Version-3-0 
 

2. THE FIRST CROATIAN KINGS – THE LEGENDARY KING TOMISLAV – Version 1.0.1 
https://www.scribd.com/document/458257111/The-First-Croatian-Kings-Legendary-King-Tomislav-Version-1-0-1  


